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State colleges fight 
against budget cuts 
by Cyndy Liedtke 
stqffwriter 
Faced with possible budget cuts of up 
to 15 percent per year for the 1994-96 
biennium, JMU and other Virginia 
agencies are fighting back. 
The presidents of state-supported 
colleges met Friday in Richmond to 
respond to Gov. L. Douglas Wilder's 
request that all state agencies formulate 
plans for 10 and IS percent cuts. 
The cuts are in preparation for a 
projected $500 million budget shortfall. If 
higher education were to take a 15 percent 
cut, it would create $240 million, nearly 
half of the budget gap. 
JMU's share of such cuts would be $2.9 
million with a 10 percent cut and $4.4 
million with a 15 percent cut, according to 
a Sept. 1 memo from JMU President 
Ronald Carrier to faculty and staff. 
In the memo. Carrier said, "These are 
substantial numbers which cannot be 
realized by simple belt tightening." 
Large tuition increases to make up for 
any possible cuts are not likely, according 
to JMU Senior Vice President Linwood 
Rose. 
The plan the governor asked for cannot 
include any tuition increases, Rose said, 
although JMU's administration can 
request some tuition increases outside of 
the plan. 
"I don't expect to see tuition as a 
principle way to make reductions," Rose 
said. 
Michael McDowell, spokesman for the 
State Council of Higher Education for 
Virginia,    said 
tuition for ——^———^^— 
unless you talk layoffs. 
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Salary cuts for faculty and staff are not 
likely either, Rose said, although no raises 
have been appropriated for the next two 
years. But the scheduled salary increases 
for faculty and classified staff set to take 
effect on Dec. 1 will go through as 
planned. 
According to Rose, all JMU programs 
are also on the cutting block, including the 
new College of Integrated Science and 
Technology. 
"At this point any program could be 
cut, and that would include CISAT," he 
said. 
JMU Director of Media Relations Fred 
Hilton said that a cut of this magnitude 
could affect students in many ways. 
"A cut like this is equal to all the cuts in 
the last few years," Hilton said. 'It could 
affect students in every way, from the 
programs they take to the services 
available:" 
In a statement released by the Council 
of Presidents after the Richmond meeting, 
the presidents stressed that higher 
education cannot absorb cuts of this 
magnitude. 
Instead, the council emphasized that 
higher education actually needs a budget 
increase of $223 million in order to keep 
its 12 percent of the state's general fund. 
This 12 percent makes Virginia 43rd in 
' funding per capita for higher education 
among all states, according to the 
statement. 
The council called for reductions to be 
made in other state agencies that have 
been "previously protected from 
meaningful cuts," including prisons, 
Medicaid and 
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be used only as a last resort, and then only 
to maintain the integrity of our core 
academic program," according to Carrier's 
memo. 
Rose said that normally, staffing 
cutbacks are made possible by retirement 
and people moving on to other jobs 
voluntarily. But with a 15 percent cut to 
the budget, the possibility of layoffs is not 
likely but is possible, he said. 
• 
education has suffered budget cuts of 22 
percent since 1990 while enrollment has 
increased by 17,000 since 1989, according 
to the council's statement. 
McDowell said, The budget has been 
balanced on the back of higher education." 
"What we're hoping is that because of 
the cuts higher education has already > 
CRAIG NEWMAN 
Jumping juniors 
Juniors Jasen Plietz, Jason Crawford and Nate Wiggins enjoy Labor 
Day weekend spiking and blocking on Godwin field. 
Bookstore sales, buybacks 
frustrate paying students 
by Nicole Motley 
news editor 
BUDGET page 2 
Every year students buy books from the 
bookstore hoping to sell them back when 
it's all over, but some students don't think 
they're getting enough of a return on their 
investment 
According to Patty Sarb, director of 
retail and postal services, students can sell 
their usable books back to the bookstore 
for half the current retail price, and then 
the bookstore will resell those books at 75 
percent of the retail price. 
She said retail prices are set by the book 
publisher and students spend about $250 
to $400 on books per semester with a new 
book costing an average of $35. 
Sophomore accounting major Jason 
Bagby said, "I just spent $350 on books 
this semester. It wouldn't be that bad if we 
got some money back." 
Bagby added that last semester he 
probably sold back his books for only a 
fourth of his original investment. 
"People are concerned about their cost," 
Sarb said. "I understand that. There is a 
'sticker shock' when you see it." 
Last year, the bookstore sold about $3.7 
million in text books — $2.7 million new 
and $1 million used, Sarb said. 
BOOKSTORE page 2 
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continued mm page 1 
sustained, they will take that into account 
when they make the cuts this time," 
McDowell said. 
According to McDowell, SCHEV will 
be working to keep a dialogue between the 
governor, the college presidents and State 
Secretary of Education Karen Petersen 
until the final budget is formulated by the 
governor and submitted to the General 
Assembly in December. 
SCHEV is also looking into ways to 
Bookstore  
minimize the cuts, he said. 
Carrier said be will be working with 
state legislators, as well as student and 
faculty groups to gather public support for 
higher education and JMU. 
"We will make a case to the governor 
and the General Assembly to stress the 
importance of higher education and the 
danger of continuing to weaken it," 
Carrier said. 
Carrier said he is hopeful that the 
eventual outcome of the budget 
deliberations will do minimal damage to 
JMU and higher education. 
"I am optimistic that we can make a 
case to minimize the impact of budget 
reductions," Carrier said. "The legislators 
don't want to see the colleges deteriorate." 
The budget situation with regard to 
higher education has drawn political battle 
lines as well. 
Va. Delegate C. Richard Cranwell, (D- 
Roanoke County), chairman of the House 
Finance Committee and majority leader of 
the House of Delegates, has questioned the 
amount of the projected shortfall. 
In a letter to Dr. James D. McComas, 
president of Virginia Tech, Cranwell said, 
"The figures have been deliberately 
distorted, more for political considerations 
than reality." 
In the letter, Cranwell said he doubted 
any shortfall was going to occur in the 
1994-96 biennium and that Wilder was 
overstating expenditures and understating 
potential revenue and growth. 
"Even if a shortfall were to occur, I will 
vigorously oppose any effort to take 
money from our educational system." 
continued from page 1 
But the bookstore bought back only $300,000 in used 
books last May, she said. 
The difference in the amount of money sold in used 
books and the amount bought back could be due to 
sections being closed, new editions being published or 
books being damaged, Sarb said. 
Sarb said it's hard to tell students "this book has no 
value." 
Junior Chris Lagow said, "It seems like they won't 
buy anything back. You are just going to get yourself 
ripped off one way or the other." 
It's better to save your books and sell them back to 
students without going through the bookstore, he said. 
These books can continue to be bought and sold by 
the bookstore until professors change their course 
requirements, sections are dropped or new editions are 
published. 
"It certainly is their right to put in new editions," Sarb 
said. However, the "faculty are pretty good about not 
changing each semester. They are pretty good about 
keeping them." 
Professors submit orders early for upcoming 
semesters — March for the fall semester and October for 
the spring semester. 
The early deadline for the text book "adoption forms" 
are set so the bookstore will know what books are being 
used, how many to buy back from students and how 
many to order from publishing companies. 
The bookstore tries to place orders at publishing 
companies before competition between colleges and 
universities for books increases, she said. 
About every two to three years, new editions of books 
are published. Sarb said that this is especially hard to tell 
students who may have ancient history books and who 
don't seem to understand what could have changed in 
ancient history. 
Megan Ibach, a resident advisor in Weaver Hall, said 
with new editions being published so often, students get 
stuck with books they can't sell back, thus forcing other 
students to buy new books that may not have changed 
much from the previous edition. 
Sophomore Chris Grant said, "I could only sell a 
couple of them back last semester. I had to keep about 
five of them. 
"They are just way too expensive," he said, explaining 
that he spent about $100 more on books this semester. 
Ibach said, "I think people thought they were a little 
expensive, but that is to be expected. 
"There are used books everywhere, and I've been 
recommending that students buy used books," Ibach 
MAGGIE WELTER 
Last year the bookstore sold $3.7 million In new and used textbooks, and bought $300,000 worth of 
books back from students. Faculty dropping texts and using new editions can prevent bookstore 
buyback. The bookstore will buy back usable books at half their retail price. 
said. 
Sarb said publishing companies continue printing new 
editions so bookstores will have to replace the used ones. 
"Publishers hate the used book industry," she said. 
Publishing companies do not receive any money from 
the sale of used books. 
Publishing companies, though, do set the retail prices 
of new books. A book that is sold for $30 to the 
bookstore may sale for $40 to students, Sarb said. 
"New books are not viewed as something we'll make 
a lot of money on," Sarb said. "That margin is there for. 
.. the operating costs. I have costs that I have to cover." 
The margin between the bookstore price and the 
student price helps cover costs such as rent, personnel 
and shipping, Sarb said. 
"This total store is expected to operate and be self- 
sufficient," she said. 
Any remaining revenue at the end of the year goes 
into the university's auxiliary reserve fund, Sarb said. 
Excess revenue mainly comes from specialty items 
such as clothing and greeting cards which sold for a total 
of about $1.7 million last year, Sarb said. 
As for the text books, the bookstore basically "breaks 
even" with no extra revenue, she added. The margin 
between the bookstore buying price and the selling price 
to students goes toward bookstore expenses. 
There are 1,600 different text books on safe in the 
bookstore this semester, Sarb said. 
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CORRECTION 
Admission for UPB movies 
in Grafton-Stovail Theatre is 
$1.50 unless otherwise noted. 
Sunday movies are free and 
run at 7:30 only. Information 
in the Sept. 2 Calendar was 
incorrect. 
The Breeze regrets the error. 
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The Dukes season-opener drew about 10,000 fans 
featuring skydivers, fireworks and an easy win. See story 
on p. 25 for details on game. 
'Natural Highs' to provide 
alternative to party scene 
by Janet Driscoll 
 stqffwriter  
Drinking on a Saturday night 
— it may be common at colleges 
every weekend, but the creators 
of a new JMU group hope to give 
students an alternative. 
Randy Haveson, a creator of 
Natural Highs, learned from 
presentations to residence halls 
and Greek organizations that 
students were looking for a drug- 
free, non-alcoholic alternative for 
fun in Harrisonburg. 
"People complained that there 
wasn't anything to do in 
Harrisonburg without alcohol." 
Haveson is a substance abuse 
counselor at the JMU Counseling 
and Student Development Center. 
The group began this summer 
as a joint effort by the 
Counseling and Student 
Development Center, Health 
Center, Wellness Center and 
Campus Ministries. 
Natural Highs aims to include 
"things good for student life," 
according to Nancy Grembi, a 
creator of Natural Highs and the 
assistant director of Health 
Education and Wellness 
Promotion at the Health Center. 
No specific activities have 
been planned yet, but the group 
does not plan to work as a student 
organization. 
'The whole idea is we don't 
want this to be an administration 
deal," Haveson said. Natural 
Highs works indcpendenUy, apart 
from both student activities and 
the administration. 
Natural Highs wants to work 
with a diverse cross-section of 
JMU, according to Haveson. 
Haveson also said that the 
organization could benefit all 
levels of JMU, including the 
faculty and staff. 
Rick Hill, another creator of 
the group, added that 
collaborating groups can form a 
positive image by working with 
Natural Highs. 
"We all are pulling together as 
a body," Haveson said. 
Natural Highs is also different 
from other student organizations, 
such as BACCHUS, that promote 
alcohol- and drug-free lifestyles. 
"I think it's a broader mission 
than BACCHUS — not just an 
ami- or non-drinking thing — it 
promotes lifestyles," Grembi 
said. 
Hill, coordinator of Interfaith 
Campus Ministries, said, "We 
felt there was much more to 
Natural Highs than alcohol and 
drugs. We ask people to have 
respect for their own bodies. We 
want people to form a positive 
self-image. 
But several students don't 
think Natural Highs will be able 
to reach the party-goers of JMU. 
"Some people will think that 
it's another thing to get you to 
not drink," junior Jennifer Homer 
said. "I think it will be a good 
alternative for some, but I don't 
know if serious party-goers will 
make this choice." 
Hill responded by saying, "I 
think a lot of students are 
concerned that the only thing to 
do on Friday and Saturday night 
is to get drunk." Hill added that 
he thinks the Natural Highs- 
sponsored events will be popular 
among JMU students. 
Hill described Natural Highs 
as simply concerned with 
teamwork, wellness and fun. 
"When I play basketball, I don't 
worry about the score — I worry 
if [the team is] having fun." 
The first meeting of Natural 
Highs is today in Taylor Hall 309 
at 1 p.m. The group will be 
planning activities for the fall 
semester. 
Better location, attractions increase game room turnout 
Taylor Hall arcade, pool room draws double the expected business since opening last week 
by Lee Bumgarner 
contributing writer 
Convenience and curiosity are causing 
students to take their cue at the new game 
room in Taylor Hall. 
"There are definitely a lot more people 
coming down just to check it out, see how 
it looks, how their money is being spent," 
said Ryan Madden, student manager of the 
new game room. 
Madden also said the game room has 
served twice as many patrons as expected. 
Sophomore Benjamin McDowell said, 
"If its only on the ground floor, you can 
just walk in, if you are going to eat or are 
coming home from class." 
Students also said the quality of the 
facilities in the Taylor Hall game room are 
better than the old game room in the 
Warren Campus Center. 
It now costs S3 per table per hour, as 
compared to $1.20 per table per hour last 
year, according to Madden. But students 
said that the markup isn't a problem. 
"I came here last year but the facilities 
this year are a lot nicer. Even though it's a 
Hide more expensive, I think it's worth it," 
sophomore Mike Howard said. 
The new game room has a number of 
changes from last year. 
"We have 10 total pool tables and all 
the balls are new, and the cue sticks," said 
Karen Lee, a student employee of the 
game room. 
Madden said that JMU saved money by 
trading in the old equipment. 
Because the company that provides 
JMU with its electronic games believes 
that pinball machines are making a 
comeback, there are more pinball 
machines than video games. 
"The new pinball machines are amazing 
compared to what they first came out as," 
Madden said. 
Although the game room has been open 
and ready for business, there are still plans, 
for some improvements. 
"Tuesday we are geuing more games 
in. There's going to be a two-seater 
driving game, kind of like the virtual 
reality games, that should be popular," 
Madden said. 
"The new game room is soon going to 
have tables where individuals can play 
checkers, backgammon and chess," he 
said. "Also, we're going to have games 
like Monopoly, Trivial Pursuit, things like 
that. These games will be free 'o use." 
A week-long grand opening for the 
game room is scheduled for Oct. 7-16. 
Lee said, "Taylor Hall was built for 
students so we are just trying to get a lot 
more people aware that we're down here." 
With its move to Taylor Hall, the game 
room has also changed its hours. It is now 
open from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. on weekdays 
and 1 p.m. to 11 p.m. on weekends. 
MELISSA CAMPBELL 
Freshman Charles Choe (left) looks on while his opponent, freshman Simon 
Chang, plans his next strategy. The two were enjoying a game of pool in the 
new Taylor Hall game room, which opened at the beginning of this school year. 
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NEWSFILE 
Pope visits Lithuania for first 
time after years of Soviet rule 
VILNIUS, Lithuania — Pope John Paul II 
arrived Saturday for his first visit to the 
territory of the former Soviet Union, and 
urged Lithuanians to reclaim their 
religious heritage after decades of 
Kremlin-enforced atheism. 
He praised Lithuania's "long and 
difficult journey toward freedom" and 
said his "historic" visit here was the 
fulfillment of a long-deferred dream. 
Soviet authorities had barred the Pope 
from coming here, most recently in 1987 
when Lithuania celebrated the 600th 
anniversary of Catholicism here. 
He also issued a call for reconciliation 
in countries that are emerging from the 
rubble of communism and the Cold War, 
telling a gathering of Lithuania's clergy 
that "there must neither be winners or 
losers, but rather men and women who 
need to be helped to leave error behind." 
Since eight percent of Lithuania is 
Catholic, it welcomed the visit as a 
testimony to its new sovereignty. 
Death sentence demanded for 
Bush's would-be assasins 
KUWAIT — Prosecutors demanded the 
death sentence for 11 Iraquis and a 
Kuwaiti charged in an alleged plot to 
assasinate George Bush during his visit to 
Kuwait in April. 
They sought ten years' imprisonment 
for two other defendants, both Kuwaitis, 
who were accused of trying to hide the 
suspected assailants. 
The State Security Court is expected to 
pronounce sentences in two weeks. 
Charges against the accused include 
smuggling 17S pounds of explosives into 
Kuwait to rig a jeep to explode while 
Bush was receiving an honorary degree. 
The 14 men were arrested in April just 
before Bush arrived in Kuwait. 
Chinese restaurant owners 
distressed over recent report 
Chinese restaurant owners said sales 
were off this week by 20 to 25 percent in 
Washington area Chinese restaurants, a 
drop they attributed to publicity about a 
study released last week by the Center for 
Science in the Public Interest. 
The study analyzed the fat, cholesterol 
and sodium in popular Chinese dishes and 
found that some dishes had more fat and 
cholesterol than American fast food. 
Nutritionists said one problem is thai 
Americans eat more entree than rice, 
while Chinese eat four times more rice. 
Area Chinese restaurant owners 
released their own study showing that 
Chinese food can be healthy if one cuts 
back on meat dishes and sauces and eats 
lots of rice and vegetables with the meal. 
— L.A. Times/Washington Post news 
service 
World News 
Clinton administration introduces plan 
improving government, cutting costs 
WASHINGTON — The Clinton 
administration's plan to make the 
government work better and cost less 
would over the next five years double the 
cut in federal jobs already authorized and 
save an estimated $108 billion by reducing 
waste, eliminating unneeded bureaucracy 
and improving services to taxpayers, 
sources said Saturday. 
The proposed reduction in the federal 
work force-from 100,000 jobs ordered 
earlier this year by President Clinton to 
252,000 positions-would reduce the Civil 
Service by 12 percent, bringing it below 
the 2 million mark for the first time since 
1966, the sources said. 
The information available Saturday did 
not detail the full $108 billion in estimated 
savings. But among the items cited were a 
proposed saving of $22 billion by 
Changing the way the government 
purchases supplies and services, $5.4 
billion by modernizing government 
computer and information systems and 
$3.3 billion by simplifying paperwork and 
other overhead costs in grant programs to 
stale and local governments. 
Excerpts from the "reinventing 
government" report, scheduled for release 
at the White House on Tuesday, show that 
the administration intends to dump 
regulations that affect virtually every 
corner of the bureaucracy and carve 
deeply into headquarters staff, supervisors, 
budget analysts, accountants and 
procurement and personnel specialists. 
The recommendations, made by the 
administration's National Performance 
Review, are being led by Vice President 
AlGore. 
The excerpts from the Gore report did 
not make clear how much money would 
be saved by the proposed work force 
reduction or how many of the 365,000 
federal workers who live in the 
Washington area might be affected. 
Because the administration likely would 
have trouble meeting its expanded 
personnel cut through attrition alone, the 
Gore report recommends asking Congress 
to offer early retirement and cash 
incentives, popularly known as "buyouts," 
to "ease the transition for workers." 
"If a worker finds his or her job 
eliminated and is unable to take advantage 
of a buyout," the Gore report says, "we 
will help that employee find another job 
offer, either with government or in the 
private sector." 
Most of the recommendations in the 
report can be accomplished through 
presidential directives or executive orders, 
sources said. But any fundamental 
restructuring of the budgetary, personnel 
or procurement systems requires Congress' 
approval, which is traditionally reluctant 
to give up its oversight and control of 
departments and agencies. 
Gore added later, "We can reinvent 
government to make it work better and 
cost less, or we can continue on the 
present course and make it cost less and 
work worse." 
— LA. Times/Washington Post 
news service 
"I NEED A VACATION" 
Some countries mandate vacation time for workers. 
The United States has no such regulation. Countries 
that require the most vacation days: 
SWEDEN 





SOURCE: USA TODAY 
CHRIS CAMERA 
Key endorsements move Israel, PLO closer to peace 
TUNIS, Tunisia — Palestinian leader 
Yasser Arafat won a key victory Saturday 
over opponents of "peace with Israel by 
picking up endorsements from his group's 
mainstream Fatah faction and Jordan's 
King Hussein for a plan to commence 
Palestinian self-rule in the Gaza Strip and 
the West Bank town of Jericho. 
Speaking to reporters at his 
headquarters here, Arafat said mutual 
recognition between the Palestine 
Liberation Organization and the Israeli 
government could come "very soon" 
through an exchange of letters. Once this 
is settled, he predicted, the PLO, Jordan, 
Syria and Lebanon will together sign 
agreements with Israel "within days" 
despite the distrust of those Arabs opposed 
to reconciliation with the Jewish stale. 
Arafat's assessment came after he 
fought off a challenge in his own ranks to 
win a vote of confidence from members of 
his Fatah faction, the most powerful 
within the PLO, for the controversial 
autonomy plan worked out during eight 
months of secret negotiations between 
Israeli leaders and Arafat emissaries. 
The PLO leader also drew 
encouragement when King Hussein, while 
expressing irritation that he was not 
consulted, became the first leader of a 
front-line Arab state to declare his strong 
support for the PLO-Isracli deal. 
Hussein's backing was described by 
Arafat's advisers as vital to overcoming 
doubts in the Arab world of those who 
fear the accord means a sell-out of the 
Palestinian goal of an independent stale 
with East Jerusalem as ils capital. 
Hussein said one of the most important 
issues is whether the thousands of 
Palestinians who fled to Jordan during the 
1967 war would be allowed to return. 
While the agreement may be set to be 
signed, Israel insists that the PLO must 
renounce parts of its charter that refer to 
the annihilation of the Jewish state. The 
PLO is willing to exchange letters that will 
include references to Israel's right to exist, 
but its leaders say only the Palestine 
National Council, the 450-mcmbcr 
parliament in exile, can amend the charter. 
— LA. Times/Washington Post news 
service 
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THE AMERICAN RED CROSS 
DISASTER RELIEF FUND 
NEEDS HELP 
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Where music lives 
171 N. Main St. Harrisonbunj. VA 22801 
Monday Madness - 
REDSKINS & DALLAS 
Season Opener 
on the BIG SCREEN T\ ! 
PLUS. . . OpenStace 
Wednesday - FRIED MOOSE 
Thursday- I lyiiicj Mice 
Rock-n-Roll w/a hint of Blue Grass 
Friday   Saffire Uppity Blues Women 
SPECIAL Alaskan Snow Crab Legs 
w/coleslau & trench fries 
for only S4.99 - Additional lb. $3.99 
Saturday - Darkchild    Hard Rock 
Call 433-TUNE for concert information 24 hours a day. 
All shows start at 10:00 or 10:30! 
L! »♦♦♦♦♦♦,♦ 
THE LABOR DAY BLUES AWAY! 
OPEN HOUSE 
Monday, Sept. 6th 
2:00 - 4:00PM 
Logan Hall 
Basement 
Monday, Sept. 6th 
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Campus News 
Issue-based talk show returns to WXJM 
TALK is WXJM's weekly call-in show dealing with 
JMU, local, and national issues. The show airs each 
Tuesday from 10 p.m. to midnight. This week on TALK, 
Randy Haveson, JMU substance abuse counselor, 
discusses counseling services available and alternative 
programs to drinking. 
Eating disorder support group holds first of 
Monday night meetings at local church 
ANAD, Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders, 
is an ongoing support group for victims of these diseases 
and their family and friends. The group meets on Monday 
nights at 7 p.m. at Emmanuel Episcopal Church. For 
more information, call Lee Acree at 459-3734 during the 
day and 896-3069 in the evenings. 
NEWSFILE 
Informational meeting on ostomy to be 
held at RMH outpatient center 
The Rockingham County Area Chapter of the United 
Ostomy Association will meet on Sunday, Sept. 12 at 4 
p.m. in the Rockingham Memorial Hospital Outpatient 
Center, Conference rm. G-2. 
Dr. John Mansfield, a Harrisonburg surgeon, will 
speak on "Ostomy Complications." 
The meeting is free and open to the public. For more 
information, call the Educational Services Office at 433- 
4533 or 433-4269. 
The American Heart Association 
announces second annual Heart Walk 
The Second Annual American Heart Walk will be held 
Saturday, Oct. 9 at Hillandale Park in Harrisonburg. 
Registration starts at 9 a.m. and the three-mile walk starts 
at 10 a.m. For more information and to schedule a 
meeting with your group, call Laura Early at 434-5703. 
Stamp show invites Harrisonburg residents 
On Saturday, Sept 18, Red Dog Stamps will sponsor a 
stamp show at Shoney's Inn, which is located at 1-81 exit 
247A in Harrisonburg from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
The purpose of the show is to provide area residents 
with the opportunity to contact a stamp dealer without 
traveling too far. Stamps, covers, picture postcards and 
philatelic supplies will be available for purchase. 
Potential sellers are welcome. Admission is free. For 
more information, call Jack Essig at 273-5908.. 
Local cardiologist presents free diabetic 
support group program at RMH 
The Diabetic Support Group-will meet on Tuesday, 
Sept. 14 from 7 - 8:30 p.m. at the Rockingham Memorial 
Hospital Outpatient Center, Conference Room O-l. 
The program topic, "Diabetes — How It Affects Your 
Heart and Circulation," will be presented by Dr. Doug 
Davies, a Harrisonburg cardiologist. The meeting is 
sponsored by the Educational Services Department. 
Admission is free. 
For more information, call 433-4533 or 433-4269. 
Vanderbilt professor discusses Dead Sea 
Scrolls in visiting Scholars program 
On Monday, Sept 13, at 7:30 p.m. in the Grafton- 
Stovall Theatre, the Visiting Scholars program will 
present Walter Harrelson and his lecture titled, "The 
Dead Sea Scrolls: Contents and Significance." 
Harrelson is a distinguished professor of Hebrew Bible 
at Vanderbilt University in Nashville, Tenn. 
POLICE     LOG 
by Jonathan Rhudy 
police reporter 
Campus police report the following: 
Trespassing 
• A former student was told to leave Gifford Hall at 1:29 
a.m. Sept. 1 by police and the hall staff. 
Earlier in the evening, the individual was charged 
judicially by the hall staff with an alcohol violation. 
After the incident, the hall staff realized the individual 
was not enrolled at JMU and did not have a housing 
contract. 
Unauthorized Entry/Computer Use 
• Police are investigating the unauthorized entry and use of 
a computer in Sheldon Hall between 5 p.m. Sept. 1 and 8 
a.m. SepL 2. 
There were no signs of forced entry into the building. 
According to police records, a similar incident occurred 
between 5 p.m. Aug. 26 and 7:30 a.m. Aug. 27. 
Destruction of Public Property 
• A glass door was reported damaged in Gibbons Dining 
Hall at the entrance of the Credit Union at 435 p.m. Aug. 21. 
Police believe the door was kicked by an irate banking 
customer after the bank had closed. 
• A glass door was reported broken in Gibbons Dining Hall 
at 436 p.m. Aug. 31. 
Damage to the door was $150. 
Destruction of Private Property 
• The plastic rear window of a convertible top was reported 
pushed in between 3 p.m. Aug. 31 and 4 p.m. Sept. 1. 
Nothing was reported missing from the vehicle. 
Grand Larceny 
• Two women's rings were reported stolen from the Music 
Building between 130 p.m. and 2 p.m. Sept. 1. 
One of the rings was a gold diamond solitaire 
engagement ring, size 4 and three-fourths. The other ring 
was a 10 karat gold 1993 "Denbigh" high school class ring 
with the owner's name engraved on the inside band. 
Petty Larceny 
• A memo board and attached marking pen were reported 
stolen from the entrance door lo the Women's Resource 
Center in Logan Hall at 1204 p.m. Aug. 31. 
• A pair of gray Merrill West Wind hiking books was 
reported stolen from Godwin Hall between 9:30 a.m. and 10 
a.m. Sept 2. 
The size 10 and one-half boots, gray a with Gortex trim, 
are valued at $150. 
Bad Check 
• Student Nathan B. Warren, 20, of Blacksburg was 
arrested and charged with writing a bad check at 12:39 p.m. 
SepL 2. 
Warren's arrest stemmed from a Harrisonburg Police 
Department warranL 
DUI 
• Student John Wycoff Jr., 19, of New FairfiekJ, Conn., was 
arrested and charged with driving under the influence of 
alcohol at the intersection of Port Republic Road and Z lot at 
1:45 a.m. Aug. 28. 
charged with driving under the influence of alcohol on South 
Main Street between Grace Street and Cantrell Avenue at 
3:13 a.m. Aug. 28. 
Number of drunk in public charges since July 9:16 
• Informational meeting for business fraternities, 
Zane Showker Hall, rm. G-5,7:30 p.m. 
• Informational meeting for Phi Beta Lambda 
business club. Taylor Hall, rm. 404,5 p.m. For more 
information, call Kathy at x7124. 
• Black Student Alliance general body meeting. 
Warren Hall, rm. A-404,7 p.m. 
• Pre-law informational meeting, Harrison Hall, rm. 
A-206,7 p.m. 
• Men's Soccer Club meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 305, 
6:30 p.m. 
• Contemporary Gospel Singers meeting, Music 
Building, rm. 142,7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. New singers 
welcome. 
• Pre-law informational meeting, Harrison Hall, rm. 
A-206,7 p.m. 
Wednesday Tlmrsday 
•  Center for Service-Learning information sessions, 
5:30 p.m. and 7 p.m., Anthony-Seeger Auditorium. 
• Pre-Law Society meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 305, 
5 p.m. For more information, call Michael Gottlieb at 
433-7582. 
• Informational meeting for Alpha Phi Omega, the 
co-ed service fraternity, Taylor Hall, rm. A-404, 
7:30 p.m. For more information, call Katherine 
Archer at x5746. 
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TOPPINC? PIZZA 
96 
1433. T m W^SIAX 
(       Restaurant and Pub     j 
Serving some of the Finest in 
Soups, Salads, Burgers, Chicken, Seafood, 
Mexican, Steaks and 
Harrisonburg's Authentic Seafood Raw Bar, 
Fresh Oysters, Clams, Shrimp Etc. 
MOIMDAI 
• Complimentary Happy Hour Food 5-7 
• Put your Q.B. skills to the test.   You call the 
plays on Mon. Night 
• Food Specials under $1 During the Game 
TUESDAY 
•   »« BUFFALO WHUG NIGHT 
• Complimentary Steamship Round of Beef, 
Homemade Potato Salad, and more! 
• National Trivia Showdown - Compete against 
Pubs around the world. 
• A Shenandoah Valley Dart League Location 
WEDNESDAY 
• Areas BEST LADIES NIGHT! 
and Karaoke sing-a-long 
• 10<t Shrimp Night from 5 til close 
Complimentary Pig Roast 5-7. 
THURSDAY 
• Come and experience the 1950's (even the 
prices too!) 
• Join us for the areas finest Peanut Room all night 
long as well as complimentary Mexican Pizza Bar 
from 5-7 
• Free Taco Bar from 5-7. 
• Top 40 Dance Night 
2061 Evelyn Byrd Ave. CBehind Valley Mall) 
Open llam-2am 
Tully's Taxi    Free Delivery to your room 
Call 433-RIBS 
COPYRIGHT 1993-THE KROGER ,D PRICE:    . 'THROUGH 
SAT. SEPTE i QUANTI- 
TIES. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS. 
Welcome fjj£ 
Back      w  ' 
110YEAR" 
ANNIVERSARY 
I  1883-1993 I I 
THIS WEEK AT KROGER 
CAFFEINE FREE DIET COKE, 
DIET COKE, SPRITE OR 
Coca cola 
Classic 
24-pak 12-oz. cans 
 TN THE DEU/PASTRY 
U.S.DA. INSPECTED SHOPPE 
Genuine Lay's            Deli 
Ground Chuck Potato Chips Fried Chicken 






ANY SALAD BAR 
PURCHASE OF 
$2.00 OR MORE 
QoodltvuSem 4 1993 





LOW PRICES AND MORE 
^ • 
■ 




But so can you in our 
Graphics department. 
Call Jessica or C.J. at 
X6127 if you arf> 
interested in doing 
computer graphics or 
illustrations for The 
Breeze. 
i 
Grafton/Stovall September Movies 
9/1 -2 (Wed.&Thurs.) Sommersby 
9/3-4 (Fri.&Sat.) Groundhog Day 
9/5 (Sun.) Way Down East 
9/7 (Tues.) Passion Fish 
9/8-9 (Wed.& Thurs.) CB4 
9/10-11 (Fri.&Sat.) Indecent Proposal 
9/12 (Sun.) Scarf ace 
9/14 (Tues.) The Year That Punk Broke 
9/15-16 (Wed.&Thurs.) Benny&Joon 
9/17 (Fri.) Menace II Society : also... 
at Midnight...Clash of the Titans 
9/18 (Sat.) Menace II Society 
The New 
Join The Crew 
mis Madison University 
Sunday movies run at 7:30PM only and are FREEI All other movies 
run at 7:00PM & 9:30PM and cost $1.60. unless otherwise noted. 
2fc MCman ^Brothers 
appearing at James Madison University 
on Wednesday Sept. 15,1993 
at 8:00PM in the Convocation Center. 
Doors will open at 7:00PM. 
■Ticket Prices 
$12 w/ID    $16 w/o ID, general public, and day of show 
Tickets are available at Warren Campus Center box office. 
For more information please call 668 -6217 (UPB) or 
568-7919 (box office). 
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^ Party Right 
Bakery       with a Party Bagei! 
&Deli 
Buy 8 Bagels 
Get 4 Free 
With This Coupon 
Exp. 9/13/93 
Market Square East ♦ Open 7 Days a Week * 
I KrSII MADI  BAGELS   I Kl Sll !>1 ADI BAGEIS 
$1.00 011 





Come Experience Incredible Adventure 
• Skydiving • 
The Ultimate High! 
Call for information. 
SKYDIVE ORANGE (703) 942-3871 
COME JUMP WITH US! 
Same day first jump • U.S.P.A. Rated Staff • 
Static Line • Tandem • Accelerated FreeFall 
Rt. 1 Box 390A Fisherville, VA 22939 
SCHWINN 
Moab     High Plains 
$329 $289 
FREE Lock, 1± year FREE Adjs. 
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9-8 Sat. 9-6 









• GRAND SAVINGS 
SEALY 0RTH0 REST 
Twin Size Mattress or Foundation 
s 89 95 IACH PlICi 
Full Size Each Plece-NOW SI 19.95 
Queen Size 2 Piece Set-NOW $339.95 
King Size 3 Piece Set-NOW $459.95 
For as tittle as $89 95 you can enjoy better sleep! The 
Ortho Rest gives you much more comlort and quality 
than other sleep sets in this price range Full 312 coil 
spring unit with multi needle quilled cover Sealy's 
torsion bar foundation, like Sealy's Poslurepedics. gives 
you added support. 5 year limited warranty. 
SEALY POSTURE POISE PLUSH SEALY POSTURE CLASSIC SEALY POSTURE PRESTIGE PLUSH 




Fo« Size Each Plece-NOW $189.95 
Queen Size 2-Piece Set NOW $419.95 
King Size 3-Piece Set-NOW $599.95 
Here's eifra linn contort M a value-packed price Additional 
cods in the mattress add comfort and quality (47s In lu« size). 
Construction is designed tor support but wMh a raising, plush 
surface Sealy's lorsion bai loundakon adds firmness and 
comlort  10 year warranty with first 5 years 
at no charge 
Twin Size Mattress or Foundation 
:;, 
NOW 
Full Size Each Piece-NOW $219.95 
Queen Site 2-Piece Set-NOW $499.95 
King Situ 3-Piece Set-NOW $699.95 
For additional comlort and support Sealy has included layers of 
high grade padding materials with its proven «75 col (in lui size) 
knersprtng mattress unit Choose Iran two models, one Ihal's 
more tern, one Ihal's more plush Torsion bar loundatton 
provides lurther support. 10 year warranty with luii 5 years 
at no charge. 
Twin Size Mattress or Foundation 
•■**■« 
NOW -i.it? IACH MCI 
FuH Size Each Plece-NOW $239.95 
Queen Size 2-Piece Set-NOW $549.95 
King Size 3-Piece Set-NOW $749.95 
The Posture Prestige Plush leatures more co4 springs 580 m lull 
size vs. 312 or less m a conventional mattress This means more 
support lor you 4 layers ol parking materials isolale you Iran tie 
col springs Renlorced lorswn bai loundehon adds lo the support 
and matkess He  10 year warranty-10 years tree rape* or 




Adjacent to Valley Mall 
2080 Evelyn Byrd Ave. 
Phone: 434-7619 
Open: Mon.-Fri. 10-9 
Sat. 10-6 
FREE DELIVERY UP TO 100 MILES 




RESERVE     OFFICERS'    TRAINING     CORPS 
ONE COURSE THAT COULD CHANGE 
THE COURSE OF TOUR LIFE. 
Look forward to the future with confidence. confidence, character and management skills. All 
Enroll in Army ROTC, an elective that's different the credentials employers look for. ROTC is open 
from any other college course. ROTC offers ^~ZuT~> ,0 freshmen and sophomores without obliga- 
hands-on leadership training Training that f" pjj "on and requires about 4 hours per week 
gives you experience and helps build self-   |\KJ    It will put your life on a whole new course 
ARMTROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
CONTACT:  CAPTAIN DOUG KEARNES (703) 568-6094 






We are clearing 
out our old 
papers. If you 
would like a copy 
of any of last 
year's Breeze% 
come down to 
the Breeze office 
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NEW P.C. DUKES PRICES LEAVE STUDENTS BAFFLED.. 
Stepping toward a future equality 
Without media attention, issue of gays in the military may stagnate 
Anew directive concerning gays in the military 
was not issued last week. A national news story 
didn't break over the weekend involving a 
homosexual serviceman who was killed in a bar 
after he drank and then said too much. So in media terms, 
there's no hook — there's no current event to vault this 
issue back into the pubic eye. 
Although the gays in the military issue is no longer in 
the news, it's at a critical juncture. If gays, lesbians and 
bisexuals are to take another step toward equality in the 
military ranks, and in the rest of society, the media silence 
can't lead to stagnation. 
Ten years from now, with the gift of hindsight, we'll be 
able to reflect on the "Don't ask. Don't tell." directive that 
was issued on July 19, 1993. We'll conclude that the 
directive set us on the course of one of two polar opposite 
paths — either a beginning or an ending. 
If the only change is that a question on the military 
service application is eliminated, then the directive was an 
ending. But if the directive is just the first of the armed 
forces' many steps in overcoming their insecurities and 
homophobia, then it was a beginning for the military and 
our nation. 
The directive, signed by Secretary of Defense Les 
Aspin, set the military's distinction between sexual 
orientation and homosexual conduct: "Sexual orientation 
is considered a personal and private matter, and 
homosexual orientation is not a bar to service entry or 
continued service unless manifested by homosexual 
conduct." 
Service members will not be asked about their sexual 
orientation and investigations will not be initiated "solely 
to determine a member's sexual orientation,'' the directive 
stated. 
If this ruling was a first step, then it was only a baby 
step. 
Coming out, according to the directive, is included 
under the label of "unacceptable" homosexual conduct. 
"A statement by a service member that he or she is 
homosexual or bisexual creates a rebuttable presumption 
that the service member is engaging in homosexual acts 
or has a propensity or intent to do so," the directive stated. 
For the good of the group, homosexuals must keep 
quiet. Again, there is silence. Silencing the truth will 
make the group stronger, the directive implies. 
Whatever happened to the truth setting us free? 
Giving in to our phobias, in the long run, will divide us 
and make our military weaker. If we don't demand a 
directive that grants homosexuals equality in the military, 
we're expressing contentment with the current directive 
with our silence. Such silence often causes people to settle 
for partial solutions and slip into complacency. 
Many Americans in the business world have already 
learned about complacency — the hard way. After World 
War II, American business was king. Almost everything 
produced in American factories was greeted with open 
arms by consumers. 
But American businesses became lazy. Just produce 
something, managers concluded. Efficiency and quality 
isn't our concern. When other countries stabilized, such as 
Japan, they beat us with higher quality products that cost 
less. The United States sank into a recession from which 
it's still recovering. 
The victims of the recession are similar to the victims 
of the gays in the military policy. Both were forgotten by 
people who became complacent. One U.S. veteran had 
this message carved on his gravestone: "I was awarded a 
medal for killing two men and discharged for loving one." 
By speaking up now, we can prevent similar injustices 
for occurring in the future. 
The house editorial is written by a member of the editorial 
board and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the 
individual staff members. 
Editorial Policx Heather O'Nnl . 
MADISON    UMIVIKlllY 
editor     Donna Ragsdale ... managing editor 
Rob Kaiser... opinion editor 
Letren Bo the editor should be no mere dam 350 weeds, a&mo* no one than 550 
words, and will be published on a ifra available hat*. The y must be delivered to 71* 
Bnev by noon Tuesday or 5 pjn. Friday 
TKeFWvreservnd^n^toedkswUartiyaBdspace. 
The opinions in thi* lectloi do not i>«Ce*atnJyr*ih^ OK opinion of &c newspaper, 
thuMaff.orJaraejMadlBonUniwaity. 
. i »    » ■ I«I ■■■■ - 
"V I ou are just going to get yourself ripped off one 
way or the other." 
Junior Chris Lagow on buying and selling books 
at the JMU Bookstore. 
a 
Vegetarian entree: Vegetable fried rice made 
with chicken base." 
Sign on the serving counter in Line 4 during 
Sunday brunch in D-Hall. 
<.(. 
We have been asked to consider program 
eliminations, direct service reductions, 
organizational changes, workload increases, hiring 
freezes, and any other actions that might reduce 
spending in the next biennium." 
One line of a memorandum from JMU President 
Ronald Carrier concerning a projected $500 
million shortfall in the state budget for the 1994-96 
biennium. 
a 
It's totally different from Oberlin [College in 
Ohio]. There, guys wear skirts and girls don't shave 
their legs." 
Freshman Liz Lloyd explaining why she thinks 
JMU is more conservative than her sister's school. 
"D JTeople complained that there wasn't anything to 
do in Harrisonburg without alcohol." 
Natural Highs' Randy Haveson on what inspired 
the creation of the new organization. 
«nn 
1 hrowing food, paper and other 'soft materials.'" 
The second "$50 charge" listed under the 
"Dining Services Rules" on page 117 of the 1993-94 
Student Handbook. 
PLEASE ANOTHER TO WARREN HALL, 
WET TILES AHEAD! 
An incomplete sign hanging from the open double 
doors between Warren and Taylor Halls last week. 
"T 1 have another question. Can I have an override?" 
Student in a Philosophy 101 course after 
answering the question, "Have you ever asked 
something you were not supposed to?" 
W e the willing, led by the unknowing, are doing 
the impossible for the ungrateful. We have done so 
much for so long with so little, we are now qualified 
to do anything with nothing." 
Message written on a piece of paper laying on a 
bench in the facility management operations office 
in Wellington Hall.  
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JMU must recognize the need for innovation 
Editors Note: The following is an edited excerpt from 
JMU President Ronald Carrier's address to the faculty on 
Aug. 27 provided by the Office of the President. His 
speech addressed the possibilities for JMU restructuring. 
A second excerpt will be published in the next issue. 
In recent years, there has been a serious rupture in 
financial support for public higher education in Virginia, 
creating major problems for colleges and universities 
trying to meet expected enrollment increases while 
reorganizing programs and offering new ones. 
In the past decade, higher education's share of the slate 
budget has dropped from 16 percent of the General Fund 
to 11.9 percent The cuts are equal to $450 million and 
additional reductions are expected. 
The 11.9 percent of the state budget that Virginia 
receives is one of the lowest in the nation and well below 
all our neighboring states. 
We are 43rd in the nation in support from tax dollars 
for higher education. 
The tuition that our students and their parents pay is the 
second highest in America. 
We are facing major problems and the problems are 
continuing. 
We are being told — very loudly and very clearly — 
that higher education needs to change. 
It is no longer a debatable matter. Change is coming. 
Business as usual is no longer acceptable. 
All of America is changing. Every business, every 
corporation, every agency, every division of government 
is undergoing some form of change — not dragged along 
as a reluctant companion to the rest of society. 
Legislators, donors, the businesses that support us, the 
parents of our students — they all want and expect higher 
education to restructure as America restructures. 
Study after study in Virginia tells us that we must 
change. 
The most important report on change came from the 
Commission on the University of the 21st Century. The 
report said: 
"Our major conclusion is that fundamental changes in 
Virginia's system of higher education are necessary in 
order to strengthen Virginia's leadership position among 
the states." 
Some in higher education have responded to those 
demands by offering rebuttals, making excuses and 
getting defensive. That will not work. 
For the most part, fortunately, the people in the JMU 
community have recognized the need for innovation and 
the need for change. 
Our great success over the past two decades has come, 
Restructuring must take 




in large part, by the willingness of our faculty and staff to 
accommodate change and be accepting of new and better 
ways of doing things. 
Restructuring must take place. The status quo cannot 
remain. 
To many people in state government, "restructuring" 
higher education is very simple. To them, restructuring 
means increase the use of technology, have college 
faculty members teach more hours and put more students 
in the classrooms. 
It would be very easy for me to satisfy many people in 
Richmond by simply saying that we are raising our 
average faculty load from 12 to IS hours and that we are 
increasing the average classroom enrollment by IS or 20 
percent. 
In some people's minds, that would be restructuring. 
But I won't do that. Higher education would suffer 
tremendously by having larger teaching loads. 
Nothing can replace the importance of the individual 
relationship between a professor and a student We must 
maintain the mentor-student relationship that has made 
the American system of higher education the greatest in 
the world. 
So there must be other changes — other forms of 
restructuring. 
Many legislators agree that higher education has 
undergone budgetary cuts that are too great. But, they ask: 
what is higher education doing to change and meet the 
challenges of a changing world? 
The JMU Board of Visitors recently took a dramatic 
step toward achieving the restructuring that we need. 
The Board, citing the call of the Commission on the 
University of the 21st Century, said that James Madison 
University "must, in a timely manner, implement 
innovative ideas and concepts in its organizational 
structure, its decision making processes, its policies 
affecting personnel appointment and promotion, its 
approaches to curriculum development and instructional 
delivery, and its utilization of technology to enhance 
productivity and quality ..." 
This is a far-reaching statement by our Board and it 
presents us all with the ability to be the masters of our 
own destiny. 
It calls on the faculty, staff and President of the 
University to be innovative — to be bold in planning the 
future and not to be encumbered by bureaucracy and red 
tape and reactive or reactionary thinking. 
Unfortunately some people have chosen to interpret 
this resolution as some sort of revolutionary statement 
that broadens the power of the presidency at JMU. 
Actually, the resolution does absolutely nothing as far 
as the powers of the Presidency at this University. This 
resolution does not empower the President as much as it 
empowers the faculty and staff. It makes clear that the 
President should make changes "in consultation with the 
faculty and administration." 
When in Rome, clutch your luggage and get out 
You don't know me and after you read this column 
you probably won't want to know me. Bad luck and 
confusion follow me everywhere. Last semester I went 
to Paris. The semester went fine, and I thought that I'd 
escape any major problems while I traveled after the 
semester. I was mistaken. 
After two rather uneventful days in Rome, my last 
day would prove to be a little too exciting. 
At 6:40 a.m. I left my overpriced hotel room to go 
catch a train to Florence. I was walking on the 
sidewalk minding my own business when all of a 
sudden something hit me in the head. I soon realized 
that one of the 8 billion pigeons in Rome had just 
flown into my head. I knew at this point that this 
wouldn't be a good day. 
Anyway, as I continued toward the station, I felt 
something wet hit my hand, but didn't see anything. 
Moments later, a man lapped my shoulder and pointed 
to my suitcase (I had a suitcase, backpack, school bag 
and a plastic bag containing three cookbooks). There 
was all this @#$%&! on it. He gave me a Kleenex, and 
I wiped it off and went on my way. The man lapped 
my shoulder again and this time he pointed to my 
backpack. Yep, @#S%&! was all over it too. He gave 
me another Kleenex, and I started to wipe off my bag 
when I saw that he was gone ... along with my book 
bag (which contained my Eurail pass) and my 
cookbooks (all of which were on Oriental food, written 
in French by a German, and now stolen by a Roman). 
I stood up quickly in order to see if I was in distance 
to kill this man. I couldn't see him, but two bus drivers 
came over to me. speaking Italian, and pointing in 
different directions. I told them to get the hell out of 
my way, and continued toward the station. 
At a ticket booth, I asked when the next train to 
Paris would be leaving. One was leaving at 7:10 p.m. 
I thought, "Oh great, 12 short hours left in this God- 
forsaken city!" I purchased the ticket for 495,000 Lire 
(about $100 in a real currency). 
Guest Columnist 
— Beau Tilley 
At 6:45 p.m. my train arrived. Once I found the train, I 
asked a conductor which car I was supposed to be in. He 
said that I didn't have a reservation and that he couldn't 
let me on the train. All the conductors told me the same 
thing. 
I asked two conductors when the next train to Paris 
would be. One told me that it would be at 9:30 p.m. and 
the other told me that it would be at 10 a.m. the next day. 
(I soon realized that Italian train employees know 
absolutely nothing.) A ticket person told me the next Paris 
train would be at 7:10 p.m. the following night. I tried sell 
my ticket back since I wasn't going to use it, but the man 
said I couldn't. I would have ended this man's life if it 
weren't for the protective glass in front of him. 
I got directions to the airport via metro and I was on 
my way. So I'm standing in the airport, and I can't find 
the Air France (Air Chance) counter. I get directions to 
the counter andgo over to see if I can change the 
reservations on my round-nip ticket No luck. It was 9:35 
p.m. and the counter was closed. Now I had to spend the 
night in a 30-degree airport on wire-mesh benches that 
make you look like a waffle, while all through the night 
there was construction nearby and armed guards coming 
around and taking people away. I didn't sleep that night. 
At 6:45 a.m. I'm at the counter all ready to change my 
reservations. However, the rather idiotic employee 
wouldn't let me change the dates of the reservation. I 
asked if I could sell the second half of my round-trip 
ticket back and he answered, "NO." I asked if I could buy 
a one-way ticket from Rome to Washington. "NO" again. 
He said that I could buy a round-trip ticket and I said 
"Whatever. I just want to get to Washington." He asked 
*LJ  
<-•<•-•• 
when I wanted to come back to Rome. I replied that he 
should surprise me. He then pulled out a calendar. I 
figured that there was a lack of communication here. I 
picked May 7 and he filled out the ticket, but it was too 
much for my credit card. Then he told me that they 
didn't take American Express traveler's checks (leave 
home without them). Now I can't buy a ticket and I'm 
so mad that I want to cause bodily injury to him and 
his parents. 
After gathering my tickets, I went to the United 
Airlines counter and asked for a one-way ticket The 
lady was very helpful. My ticket only cost $1013.85. 
I got in line to check in my luggage and an airport 
worker came over to ask me questions. I told her that I 
was in Paris for four months studying. She told me to 
prove it, but she didn't accept my student ID so she 
asked me a lot of annoying questions like if I had any 
more luggage. I said I would have, but it was stolen. 
She put slickers all over me and sent me up to the 
counter. 
While waiting at the counter, a nun took pity on me 
and I told her this story (yes, she was just as bored as 
you are). I counted all the religious figures gelling 
ready to board this flight and I realized that this was 
the safest plane in the world: 25 nuns, three priests and 
one cardinal. There was no way that this plane was 
going down. 
While in flight I looked in a minor. I looked like a 
terrorist: goatee; oily, slick hair, I stunk and I had some 
of that@#$%&! on my jeans. 
Anyway, I got home just fine. After my parents saw 
me, they tried to pass me off on someone else,l>ut no 
one would take me. 
So here I am now writing for The Breeze . Scary, 
yes I know. Don't be too scared of me if you see me on 
campus. I've been taking showers recently, and I 
washed that @#$%&! off of my jeans. 
Senior Beau Tilley will be a senior again next year. 
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Recy^ftft^Fact 
Making new>apers from virgin fibers uses 
twice as iffl fth energy as recCled paper. 
The Breeze isBontributing to the reveling effort by 
recycling a^^ts office wmfffwell as used 
newspapers. RecyHB% is thjj|  Ryay we can all give 
something back. Consult your local yellow pages for the 
nearest recycling agency. 
& Don't Miss 
TOV» Our Exit! 
eraniw- Mi 
6, 9 & 12 Month 
1,2 & 3 Bedrooms 
Townhouses or Gardens 




Small Pets Welcome* 
• On Site 
Leases Available* 
• Full Size Washer & Dryer 
• Remodeled Kitchen 
• City Bus Service to JMU 
• Furnished Apartments 
• New Lower Rates 
• Student Individual Leases 




Mon.»Fri.  10'6 
Sat.. 10-5 
Sun. 1-5 
• Some restrictions apply 
Clubhouse. Devon Lane • Harnsonburg. VA 22801 
Directions: Across the highway from JMU Campus. i-81 Ext 24$ East on 
ReouDiic Road to top bf hiN. right on Devon Lane.ro Rental Oflice. 
Port 
434-2220 
piece of your mind? 
Write it in The Breeze's 
opinion section. We are now 
looking for columnists and 
editorial cartoonists. Or 
send us a Letter to the 
Editor. We want to know. 
Call Rob at X3846 for more 
information. 
Opinion 
For a truly unique dining experience. 
The Joshua Wilton 
llOUSe  Pcstaurant ^ 
DLSIGNED FOR CASUAL DINING. 
sunroom and patio 
■ affordable dining 
■ homemade breads and desserts 
rotating menu 
■ unique wines and beers 
■ no reservations 
For fine 
dining, 
take a step 
back into 
history at the 
100-year-old 
Victorian Mansion. 
Craig and Roberta Moore 
are noted throughout the 
Shenandoah Valley for their 
excellent and unique cuisine. 








THE BREEZE   M 
y Valley Cat 6 Dog Hospital Pet Hotel     * 3015 SOUTH MAIN ST. HARRISONBURG, VA 22801 




Doctor Supervised Boarding 
Mall Pet Clinic 
CORNER OF UNIVERSITY BLVD. 
ft RESERVOIR ST. 
BEHIND VALLEY MALL 
(703) 433-PETS (7387) 
Spaying & Neutering 
Health Exantf^T 




!<)', DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS & FACULTY 
RtoHPMCaak 
i r 
■" CLIP COUPON FOR ADDITIONAL $5.00 OFF WITH AD AT ALL LOCATIONS 
OLDE MILL VILLAGE 
fill Leases are 
Individual at 
No Extra Charge 
Professionally managed by: 
Horsley and Constable 
Property Management Division 
434-1173 or 432-9502 
A MEMBER OF THE       [71 






• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb 
or interstate to cross. 
• Only four blocks to campus. 
• Energy efficient heat pumps. 
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. 
• Mini-blinds on all windows. 
• Basketball courts. 
• Paved parking spaces. 
• Pre-wired for telephone. 
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room. 
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on 
all apartments. 
• Well lit parking lot and walkways. 
• Convenient bus service to campus & 
Valley Mall. 
• Full time management and maintenance. 
• No sliding patio doors. 
DON'T MISS 
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♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 
The Breeze was 
delayed 
Thursday due 
to a problem at 
our printers in 
West Virginia. 
If you would 
like a copy of 
the paper, 
please come 
down to our 
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S3 OFF Tarot Card or Palm Heading 
&«>GES % 
The things that 
make Bridgestone 
bikes better are small but 
important things, things you'll 
find easy to overlook. We don't 
create Attention-Getting Features 
for their own sake. Instead, we keep 
our bikes clean, simple and sensible. 
TM 
We get about two 
letters per week 
from Bridgestone 
owners claiming that 
our bikes ride better than any others. 
See for yourself—bring in this ad and 
ask for a free test ride. Then, maybe 
someday you'll write us a letter. - 
CVCLEWQRKS 
432 ■ 0280 
ItMUUESTUIIE 
Harrisonburg's No-Hype 
User Friendly Bike Shop 
Bridgestone MB-6 
Sale $399.95 
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& Company 
Classes Begin September 13 
Ballet • Tap • Jazz • Modern 
Pre-School • Ballroom Dance 
433-7127 77 E. Market Street Harrisonburg 
QETTHEH**11 
PI SIGMA I PSH 
National   Professional   Fraternity   In 
MARKETING, SALES MANAGEMENT, and SELLING 
MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION MEETINGS 
• Wednesday, Sept. 8th, 6 - 8pm 
Taylor Hall (New Campus Center) Rm. A404 
• Thursday, Sept. 9th, 8 - 10pm 
Zane Showker Hall (COB) Rm. G-5 
ALL MAJORS WELCOME TO ATTEND!! 
1S<|    |~||   .Is, 






We are clearing 
out our old 
papers. If you 
would like a copy 
of any of last 
year's Breezes, 
come down to 
the Breeze office 
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Wicked weather 
Natural disasters tear through the United State 
by Jennifer Overman 
senior writer 
S ummcr 1993 — a lime for building up and a lime for tearing down. 
This summer Americans lived through Hurricane 
Emily off coastal Carolina, the continued clean-up 
from Hurricane Andrew, tornadoes in Virginia and 
some of the worst Hooding in years in the Midwest. 
This scries of natural disasters swept across the 
nation wreaking havoc and economic devastation in 
their paths. 
Dr. Stanley L.Ulanski, associate professor of 
geology, said that while the devastation was awful, 
the natural disasters that occurred this past year were 
not unusual, nor were they related to one another. 
"You're talking about totally different 
phenomena," he said. "The East Coast has been long 
overdue for hurricanes. This year has been bad, but if 
you look back 10, 15, 20 years ago, there weren't 
many. 
"As for the flooding and the droughts, that's 
because of the positioning of the jet stream which 
centered over the Midwest, attracting storms so they 
had a very, very wet summer .. . Everything south of 
the jet stream had very, very warm, dry weather," 
Ulanski said. 
Hurricanes Emily and Andrew 
L ess than a week ago. Hurricane Emily skirted up the East Coast, reminding residents of the string of recent catastrophes throughout the 
United States. 
With winds reaching 115 mph, the hurricane 
threatened areas extending from the coast of New 
Jersey all the way down to Florida, but the storm 
pounded only North Carolina's coastline Tuesday, 
with Hallcras 
Island gelling hii 




said, "The firsi 
thing I did was 
buy a newspaper 
because at college 
you gel so 
alienated ... we 
didn'i even know 
ihcre was a storm 
... I called my 
mom immediately 
because she was 
there alone. 
Luckily, I found 
out my dad had 
commuted from 
D.C. to check on 
her... I was very 
relieved when it 
passed over." 
According  to 
the Sept. 3 issue 
of The 
Washington Post, Hurricane Emily caused $10 
million in property damage to North Carolina's Outer 
Banks and caused another $10 million in lost revenue 
to area businesses. These projections arc expected to 
rise once the full assessment of the damages is 
determined. 
However, Hurricane Andrew caused a greater loss 
of life and greater damage to the infrastructure of the 
areas hit by the storm. Andrew's per capita cost for 
Florida residents was $157 according to the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency. 
August marked the one-year anniversary of 
Hurricane Andrew. Although ii has been a year, the 
devastating effects this natural disaster have 
continued to be strongly fell. 
A year after Hurricane Andrew leveled parts of 
Florida, much of it still looks the same, said senior 
Logan Ellington, who went down during Spring 
Break to help with the cleanup. 
"There was a feeling of despair — I mean, it was 
eight months afterward and it was like it just hit," he 
said. 
On Aug. 24, 1992, Hurricane Andrew hit southern 
Florida in full-force and then moved across to 
Louisiana, claiming 32 lives and ruining countless 
others along its path. Its powerful winds reached 
speeds of up to 2(X) mph. 
"Modem America has never seen a natural disaster 
like Hurricane Andrew," according to the Aug. 30, 
1992 issue of The Washington Post. It devastated 165 
square miles of land and caused an estimated $30 
billion in damages. 
Freshman Nicki Landau, who lives in Miami, 
clearly remembers the day the storm hit. 
"We had been warned of hurricanes before, and 
everyone brought everything in and boarded 
everything up, but nothing ever really happened," she 
said. "So when we heard about this, that's what we 
expected it to be — some wind, some rain, no big 
deal... but this was totally different." 
Although she 
believes people were in 
shock over the overall 
damage, it was more 
difficult for them to deal 
with the immediate 
effects upon their every 
day lives. 
"When I first started 
school, there were a lot 
of people who 
transferred from other 
schools because their 
school was simply 
gone," Landau said. "I 
had a friend who called 
me to tell me all he had 
were the clothes on his 
back — his house was 
gone." 
This situation has 
not dramatically 
improved. 
"It looks the same 
today as it did a year 
ago . . . There's nothing 
to build from, no walls, 
no anything," she said. GRAHAM YOUNGBLOOO 
Petersburg Tornado I 
Petersburg, Va. has also not had time to rccovc      ! 
since two twisters tore through the town. On    < 
Aug. 6, 1993, the tornadoes unexpectedly 
touched   down   in   and I 
around Petersburg,     iijin ••     • , 
claiming     four    lives, Whlle It S UtlUS 
injuring almost 200 and    i/«      •    •     .     , 
causing at least $49.6   Virginia to nave 
million in damages. f 
Ulanski said, "While it's not Very, VCiy Utl 
unusual for Virginia to WUPnPVPr vnu U, have tornadoes, it's not vv "tnever you M 
ySSJS^ ESS thunderstorms, y 
SM"£S5" Tor Potential for ton, 
tornadoes." 
According to the Aug. X, 
1993 issue of The 
Richmond Times-Dispatch, ass0i 
the first tornado touched   
down in Oldc Town, with 
200 mph winds. It ranked a "three" on an intensity 
scale of one to five — live being the most intense — 
and leveled 50 of the 60 homes on historic 
Pocahontas Island. 
The second, smaller twister touched down in 
Chesterfield with 75-90 mph winds. It ranked a "one" 
on the intensity scale. 
Senior Karen Rule had gone to the Petersburg area 
with her church youth group the day before the 
tornadoes to help area residents who couldn't repair 
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ocus 
>s leaving damage and destruction in their wake 
Source: USA Today. The Washington Post 
their houses on their own. 
When the tornadoes hit the next day, she was 
struck with the irony of the situation as she saw a lot 
of their work being torn down. 
"It was real dark, real fast. . . it hit at 1:30 p.m., 
but it looked like nighttime," Rule said. "The sky was 
side with light gray clouds. 
"I didn't think it was 
anything but a normal 
thunderstorm. It rained so 
hard, but wc didn't know 
there were tornado watches 
or anything like thai," she 
said. 
When her group 
weni into Olde Town to find 
another missing group, ihc 
reality of the situation 
became obvious. 
"All you could hear. 
I mean, all around were 
sirens and helicopters — 
' that's all you heard," she 
said. "A lot of people were 
silling there in shock. A lot of people were crying ... 




ve tornadoes, it's 
unusual. 
i have bad 
?> you have the 
ornadoes. 
Dr. Stanley lllanski 
associate professor of geology 
D uring the spring and summer months of 1993, excessive   rainfall   saturated   Midwest farmlands for weeks at a time. 
Months later, as the repair bills continue to roll in. 
MATT SCHAWBEL 
1   the current damage estimate for the floods is $12 
billion. 
The force of the floods drove people to flee their 
homes. According to the July 8, 1993 issue of The 
New York Times, 2,000 to 2,500 people evacuated 
Iowa as 45 of their 99 counties were declared disaster 
areas. Five thousand to 8,000 people evacuated 
Illinois, 750 were evacuated from Minnesota, more 
than 1,000 evacuated South Dakota and 2,000 to 
5,000 people evacuated Missouri counties because 
they were declared disaster areas. 
Psychological Effects 
Although there were immediate inconveniences 
for disaster victims, many fell more far- 
reaching effects. 
Although Hurricane Andrew left Landau 
physically unscathed, psychologically she still 
remains deeply affected by its powerful 
repercussions. 
Landau said. 'Thunder and lightning never used to 
bother me. . . but now you gel this weird feeling thai 
it could be worse than it really is. My dog freaks 
every time it thunders — she runs and hides in the 
bathroom, which is where wc stayed during the 
hurricane. 
"Thai's the scary part — not remembering what 
happened, but thinking about it happening again," she 
said. 
Volunteers will be collecting monetary 
donations for the American Red Cross disaster 
relief fund Sept. 7-8 on the commons from II a.m.- 
7 p.m.        >in'i 
The life and times 
of a hurricane — 
birth to death 
The birth of a hurricane is a 
phenomenon. What begins as a tropical 
depression grows into a swirling, 
whirling mass of destruction. 
The seed of a hurricane develops off 
the western coast of Africa in the 
Atlantic Ocean. Trade winds then drive 
the storm westward toward the tropics. 
Finally, the storm moves up the East 
Coast of the United States and then oul 
to sea 
Hurricanes originate when the ocean 
surface temperaiu.e exceeds 79 degrees, 
causing water to evaporate and rise. This 
effect is called a 'tropical depression." 
Air replaces the water vapor, which 
leads to the formation of winds. When a 
tropical depression forms in the 
Northern Hemisphere, the air which is 
moving in to replace the water vapor is 
directed by the Coriolis force. This force 
is caused by the Earth's rotation. 
Above the equator, the Coriolis force 
causes the air moving above the earth's 
surface to curve toward the right. 
At this point, the hurricane forms the 
familiar cyclone structure. A 
counterclockwise motion of swirling air 
typifies this cyclone structure. The swirl 
reaches about nine miles into the air, at 
which time most of the rising air leaves 
the storm's center. 
The eye of the hurricane is formed 
when the remaining air cools and 
plummets into the middle of the vortex 
— a spinning mass of water which forms 
a vacuum in its center. Anything that is 
drawn into this spinning vacuum 
becomes caught in the vortex. 
The strength of the spinning storm is 
propelled by "latent heal," the type of 
energy which causes changes in the 
stales of mailer. For example, laient heal 
is needed to transform a solid into a 
liquid or a liquid into a vapor. 
The latent heal released in a hurricane 
is comparable lo the explosion of 4(H) 
20-megaion atomic bombs. 
As ihc hurricane travels over the 
earth's surface, the storm loses its fuel 
because as it hits the terrain, friction is 
created and eventually the storm dies 
oul. 
Source: The Washington Post, Aug. 
31,1993 
■ 
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BE A PART OF 
EXCELLENCE IN 





2   ON 
^  VOX 
3*3   "^ 
221 r^ 
2^   ♦ 
Wed., Sept. 8 
6:00 p.m. 
305 Taylor HalJ 
Howard   ~M    Johnson's 
Restaurant 
OPEN 24   HOURS 
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, & SATURDAY 
LATENIGHT SPECIAL 
• ALL THE PANCAKES 
YOU CAN EAT! $1.9Q 
 434-6771  
up on the Commons: 
Sept. 7- 11 from 12-3 
Registration Fee:  $5 (non-refundable) 
  —- 
. 
•• -•   - * 
Styl 
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Fashion combines old and new styles for fall; 
vintage look and conservative dress en vogue 
by Gina Re 
contributing writer 
> 
All over campus, people are falling into 
a new season of fashion. 
Thai's righl. The new styles arc oul, 
and ihis year, ihcy arc as varied as the 
students themselves. 
Freshman Alcxa Doroshenk said, "If 
JMU is as diverse as it appears, then 
ou're going find any style anywhere." 
Thai's what's happening. Local stores 
arc loading up on die classic styles of the 
'80s as well as the groovy looks of ihc 
'70s. Students arc just as likely to 
purchase a crisp white linen shirt as they 
arc a pair of bell-bouoms. 
Yes, that's eight, bell-bottoms. 
Although many students swore they would 
never put on a pair, bell-bottoms seem to 
be the hot seller in area stores. 
This fall, vintage '70s-slyUj 
clothing is making a 
comeback.  Not 
!^ 
MIKE HEFFNER 
Ruffled poet shirts (top) and rugby 
shirts with jeans (bottom) are fashion 
must-haves this season. 
only are bell-bottoms and platform shoes 
big sellers, but other '70s favorites like the 
clog and the "ruffled poet" shirt arc 
fashion musts too. 
Assistant Manager of Ormonds Tina 
Solak said that ihc hollcsi-sclling clothes 
for fall arc the ruffled poet shirts and 
wide-lcggcd pants. 
Don't worry. This docsn'i necessarily 
mean the return of disco. Many students 
attribute the return of '70s fashions to the 
comfort of the clothing. 
"I think in the college atmosphere, 
comfort is more important than style," 
senior Kcrri Mullins said. 
Senior Christy Ivcy said, "Anything 
goes that's comfortable." 
Solak  also said  that 
another big trend with 
women    is   wearing 
crocheted sweaters and 
vests with a pair of 
jeans. Or for more 
color,   trying   an 
Aztec print on a 
skirt   or  jacket 
accessorized by a 
choker necklace 
might be the 




but   it   has 
more 
pizzazz than 
a pair of jeans. 
Comfort is the key word 
for men this season, too. Sure, it's 
still important to look good, but this 
season,  looking   good   could   mean 
throwing on a worn-out pair of jeans and a 
flannel shirt. 
Seniors Alex Gutierrez and Ben Shcnk 
added that the only people who seem to 
dress up around campus arc the freshman 
women. 
According to Maurice's salesman Bill 
Vaughn, men arc going for a grungicr look 
this fall. 
"We're selling a lot of jeans, flannels 
and hooded shirts," he said. 
Freshman Jes Roscnbcrgcr attributes 
this to students wanting to get away fiom 
letting die media decide what they wear. 
"People look in magazines to gel their 
roles," he said. "You can tell dial people 
have been looking through local GAPs." 
Roscnbcrgcr said hc-'d rather wear 
American combat boots, jeans and a black 
T-shirt 
Freshman Ben Procter is just looking 
for the comfort this fall. He likes ihc 
baggy look — popular in his home stale of 
New Jersey — rather lhan die stiffness of 
die conservative dressing. 
He'd much rather wear his oversized 
burgundy jean shorts with an extra-large 
shin than put on a lie and a pair of loafers. 
Even though the grunge look is gelling 
popular, it still hasn't convinced 
everybody. 
For those siudchts'wfio arehl ready" to 
MIKE HEFFNER 
Freshman James Younts and junior Jessica Hubley model the classic look and 
the groovy look of fall. Old styles are big sellers in area clothing stores. 
leave the classic look of the 80s, don't 
worry. Ironing still exists on campus this 
fall with stylish khaki pants and a button- 
down shirt. Or for a crisp look that can 
come right out of the closet, try a rugby 
with a pair of jeans, or throw on a blazer 
over a color T-shirt. 
According to Shari Schuster, manager 
of Barr-ee Station, most JMU students arc 
buying solid T-shirts, cotton sweaters and 
bam jackets in the traditional fall browns, 
greens and burgundies. 
Schuster also said thai Barr-ee hasn't 
had the usual school rush like they've had 
in previous years. "Students seem 
reluctant to buy fall clothing because it's 
hot," she said. "Or it mighl depend on 
economic factors." 
This brings up another fall trend. 
Trying to scrape together the money for a 
new fall wardrobe docsn'i come easy for 
all students. 
Thrift shopping is a good alternative to 
ihc usual mall-hounding. Students can find 
everything from w(x>l blazers to old jeans 
to wing-lip shoes at local thrift stores for 
an amount that's within reason. 
Junior Ann Salamy prefers ihe vintage 
look found in thrill slorcs. "I got this 
really cool jacket al the Gift and Thrill on 
South Main for a buck that I'm excited to 
wear." 
Noi only is thrift shopping cheaper, but 
it's also an easy way to find those original 
styles from the 70s and 80s. 
Senior Erik Dubas found a way to 
combine the grunge look, conservative 
look and thriftincss of thrift shopping with 
a pair of scissors. 
"I cut off all my Chinos," Durbas said 
with a laugh. Now he lives in cutoffs, he 
said. 
MIKE HEFFNER 
And M^iVs, important as, rnakmg sure 
'the right buffit comes1 Wgcthcr.'Choosing 
Cowboy boots are kicking up dust 
around campus this fall in fashion. 
the righl shoes plays a big part in dressing 
this fall. 
Hiking boots, Tcvas and Birkcnsloeks 
arc still student favorites. Cowboy boots 
and moccasins arc also big in ihc market 
John Allen, owner of the The Tannery 
Shoe Store, said that most students have 
come in to buy Timbcrlands. 
'Timbcrlands arc the number one selling 
shoes for college students," Allen said. 
The small ankle boots arc also popular 
among women. 
Anything goes this fall, as long as it 
isn't too new. 
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WILLIAMSON'S PHARMACY AND HOME HEALTH 
1015 Harrison Street, Harrisonburg, Va. 
(Behind JM's Deli) 
THE STUDENTS PHARMACY 
•Prescriptions and Over-the-Counter drugs. 
•Private Consultation with your pharmacist or nurse. 
•Convenient Delivery. 
S*LWilliamson's     ino/ nio^im# 
Tel: 434-2372   Approved Charge   Accounts Welcome 
IPhLEMATVa 10% Discount 








s From Around the World 
AN&OIFBNG & ACCESSORIES 
IWMANJEi/iJ^ 
IMCEMSfilS 6 MORE! 
■ 
Valley Mall, Harrisonburg fimririg Regular Mall Hours 
<j 
Special Sales EVERY 
WEEK.. 
... GET USED TO IT! 









CLIP & SAVE 
BUY TWO 
Candy Items 
(regularly priced 55<) 
SAVE 50* 
expires 9-12-93 








All Commuters Are 
Welcome To Attend! 
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art 
• "Universal Design: Toward A Just Aesthetic," Sept. 1 -2), 
Sawhill Gallery. 
• "Handmade Paper by Karen Van dcr Veer," Sept. 6- 
18, Artworks Gallery, Zirkle House. 
• Photograph; Exhibit by James Lundberg, Sept. 6-18, 
The Other Gallery. 
• "Wanted: Persons Who Consider Themselves Victims," by 
Stephen Chachcrc, Sept. 6-Oct. 2, New Image Gallery. 
music 
•Allman Brother's Band Concert, 8 p.m., Sept. 15, Convocation 
Center. 
• Grant Johannesen,-guest artist, Masterclass, I p.m., Sept. 17, 
Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
• Public concert, Grant Johannesen, 8 p.m., Sept. 18, Wilson 
Hall Auditorium. 
• Depcche Mode 'Devotional Tour," 7:30 p.m., Sept. 27, 
Hampton Coliseum, Hampton, Va. 
mi.se 
•Thompson and Trammell 10th Anniversary Concert, 8 p.m., 
Sept. 9-11, Latimer-Shaeffcr Theatre, Duke Hall. 
•Thompson and Trammell 10th Anniversary Backstage 
Reception after concert, Sept. 10, Latimer-Shaefler Theatre, 
Duke Hall. 
•Richmond Ballet Tenth Anniversary Spectacular, 8 p.m., Sept. 






Send or carry all logo ideas to the 
Port Road Exxon (next to Ho-Jo's). 
• Contest ends Sept. 30,1993. 
• The decision of the judges will be final 
and all entries will become the sole 
property of the Port Road Exxon. 
• F      fountain soda drink for all entrants. 
ATTENTION WRITERS! 






Then come down to the Style 
section meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in 
the Breeze office in Anthony-Seeger 
Hail! All you need is an interest 
Anne and Barbara 
568-3846 
CRAFT  HOUSE 
Full Line of Supplies 
• Jewelry Making Supplies 
finding, beads 
• Fimo and Sculpey Clay 
• Procian Dyes 
,-r, ^^.«A      •Stencils 
171 -C Noff Avo. „ rrsxt* C+I+^K 
(Directly behind • CrOSS StlTCh OPEN 
Valley  Mall) 9-8 Mon.-Fri. 
432-0695 9-5 Sat. 
tWK»ouq» •so\>& YArtu U-H-gayagsa 
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Large 1 
Topping Pizza PUS TAX 
sTudio ART shop 
Art Grapfite 









Thursday, Sept. 16, 1993 
9:00 p.m. 










Contact Colleen Pendry 
6 and 10 month leases still 
available on some units 
Currently under Management 
units located at: 
•Olde Mill Village 
• Madison Square Townhouses 
• College Station Townhouses 
• Holly Court Townhouses Realtor 
HARRISONBURG MINOR 
EMERGENCY CENTER 




Prompt Quality Care 
Flu Shots 
Open Seven Days A Week 
1356 S. Main St. 
(Near Olde Mill) 
433-3992 
Mon.-Fri.   9-7 pm 
Sat. 10-6 pm 
Sun.        12-6 pm 
.i 
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Blowout! 
Sports 
Dukes blast Lock Haven 55-3 in season opener 
by Alison Boyce 
staff writer 
The JMU football team was in a new 
position for a season opener this year: they 
won. 
The Dukes scored quickly and often, 
rolling to a 55-3 victory over Division II 
Lock Haven on Saturday at Bridgeforth 
Stadium. 
It was the first time since 1989 the 
Dukes started the season 1-0, losing at 
Division I-A power Virginia Tech the last 
two years and at home against Liberty in 
1990. 
"This gets us off on the right foot," 
starting quarterback Gary Lyons said. "It's 
better to start our season with a win, 
because you're not fighting back all the 
time. You get a little momentum going." 
The record books broke open during the 
game. Cornerback Dwight Robinson 
carried a 90-yard kickoff return for a 
touchdown early in the second quarter, 
joining Phoenix Cardinal Gary Clark as 
the Only other player in JMU history to 
accomplish the feat 
Kicker Trey Weis tied his own JMU 
record for the most points kicking with 13. 
The Dukes led 21-0 at the end of the 
first quarter, just two points shy of the 
most points scored by JMU in the first 
period of play. 
"We should beat Lock Haven," head 
coach Rip Scherer said. "We have better 
personnel, more scholarships, more 
resources. I thought their kids hung in and 
played hard and that's a credit to them. I 
did not anticipate this thing being this 
easy." 
Based on the films they watched, the 
Dukes felt the game would at least be 
competitive. 
"We just overpowered them a little bit," 
wide receiver David McLeod said. "I 
didn't expect it to be a blowout" 
Scherer was pleased with the effort by 
the defense, a major focus of improvement 
from the 1992 season. JMU held Lock 
Haven to only 179 net yards, and negative 
30 net yards rushing. 
"We had a lot of people around the ball. 
MIKE HEFFNER 
JMU sophomore quarterback Gary Lyons celebrates after his 5-yard touchdown run in the first quarter on Saturday. 
collapsing on the ball, chasing the ball, 
knocking the ball out of bounds," he said. 
"That's what we want to see. That's the 
attitude we try to instill." 
On the flip side, the JMU offense 
finished with 568 net yards and 395 net 
yards rushing. 
"We've got a great offensive line. They 
don't get a lot of credit, but that's where it 
all starts," Lyons said. "You can't throw a 
pass if you don't have the time, and you 
can't run the ball if they don't make the 
hole." 
Despite a 12-for-20, 162 yards, two 
touchdown performance from Lyons, 
Scherer said he is still not prepared to 
name him the No. 1 quarterback. 
"He's the kind of quarterback I think 
we can work with," Scherer said. "I have 
to evaluate the film, look at the whole 
situation. I'm not ready to say, but 
obviously he's taken a step in that 
direction." 
Sophomore Mike Cawley, a transfer 
from Syracuse, is also a candidate for 
starting quarterback. Cawley is out with a 
shoulder injury and likely will not return 
until Sept. 18 when JMU plays at 
Connecticut. 
JMU will be put to a much tougher test 
next weekend when they meet up at home 
with Richmond, opening their Yankee 
Conference play. 
JMU lost last season 49-40 to the 
Spiders in Richmond. The defense will 
have their hands full with All-Yankee 
Conference quarterback Greg Lilly and 
wide receiver Rod Boolhes. 
"They got the best of us last year, and 
we're really looking forward to playing 
them," Lyons said. 
Kickoff time is at 1 p.m. 
Lock Haven 
James Madison 
0    3    0  0—3 
21   17  17  0  —  55 
First quarter 
JMU — Lyons 5 run (Weis kick). 9:24 
JMU — Allen 48 pass from Lyons (Weis kick), 5:58 
JMU — Miles 5 ran (Weis kick), 0:11 
Second quarter 
LH — TraberFG33, 13:11 
JMU— Robinson 90 kickofT return (Weis kick), 12:57 
JMU — Lyons 3l ran (Weis kick), 10:15 
JMU —Weis PO 34,3:18 
Third quarter 
JMU — Doracy 13 pass from Lyons (Weil kick), 11:30 
JMU — Jeter 1 ran (Weis kick). 11:30 
JMU—Weis PC 47,1:09 
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS 
RUSHING —JMU. Miles 13-132. Harris 15-84, Jeter 
10-45. Agee 8-43, Lyons 3-34, Byrd 7-30. McLeod 1-15, 
Jordan 2-7. Dawion 2-5. LH. Siouer 1-8. R. McLoughlin 
2-2. Faimot 4- (-5). B. McLaughlin 5- (-29). Brown 1- (- 
6). 
PASSING — JMU. Lyons 12-20-0-162, Jakaius 2-3- 
0-11. Jordan 0-0-0-0. LH, Mclaughlin 25-45-0-209. 
RJiCEIVING —JMU. Oorsey 3-36, Jones 2-11. 
McLeod 2-35. Allen 1-48, Agee 1-5. Anderson 1-16, 
Miles 1-3, Wookvcr 1-7, Morris 1-4. Jeter 1-8. LH. 
Sieinbachcr 8-92. McGirty 8-54. Spinosa 4-26. Siovcr 7- 
10. Muldowncy 1-8, Duncan2-18, Faimot 1-1. 
No. 11 field hockey coasts past Wake Forest 7-2 
by Cheryl McLeod 
contributing writer 
The field hockey team proved they deserved their 
preseason No. 11 national ranking as they easily 
defeated Wake Forest 7-2 on Sunday at Bridgeforth 
Stadium. 
"It let them know they are a good team," head coach 
Christy Morgan said. "The team worked hard during the 
preseason and I am glad it proved successful." 
Freshman midfielder Carole Thate, who played on 
The Netherlands' 1992 Olympic Team, scored four 
goals. She prides herself on being a team player, and is 
confident in the Dukes will work together to have a 
great season. 
"We had a good preseason," she said. "If we believe 
in ourself as a team and stay relaxed and confident we 
will have a great year." 
Teamwork was most evident in JMU's fourth goal. 
During a textbook example set-up, junior forward 
Eileen Arnaldo and sophomore forward Kelly Bloomer 
went two-on-one with the goal keeper. While Bloomer 
drew the goalkeeper out, Arnaldo tapped die ball in to 
give the Dukes a 4-1 lead. 
Junior forward Danyle Heffernan and senior back 
Leslie Nason both brought in goals to give the Dukes a 
5-1 lead going into the half. 
Freshman midfielder Kelly McDonald and Thate 
secured the Dukes' lead by bringing in a goal each 
during the second half. 
The defense proved itself to be a force to be 
contended with by only allowing four shots on the goal. 
The win was a great way to boost the team's 
confidence as they head to Norfolk to play No. 1 
ranked, reigning champion Old Dominion this weekend 
in back-to-back games. 
"We have nothing to lose," Morgan said. "If we 
develop a flow in the game, we are as good if not beuer 
than any team in the nation." 




Subs • Cold Cuts • 
Cannollis • Efifi Creams • 
Knishes • Sabrett Hot Doas- 
f Dogs prepared Mondays and Wednesdays) 
And More. 
Mon-ThurlO-8 
Fri - Sat 10-9 
2035- 51 E. Market Stre 
Harrisonburg. VA 22801 
Skyline Village Plaza 
(Next to Rack & Sack!) 
Call Ins Accepted! 
(703) 433-4090 
m MOLE HILL BIKES 
mi 
Back To School Sale! 
Everything is reduced from our 
Top Selling Giant Mountain Bikes 
to things like locks & helmets 
plus all accessories on SALE! 
$ 1.00 OFF SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER 
UALUE WITH COUPON. OFFER EXPIRES 10/15/93. 
INVALID WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNTS 
FREE U Lock 
with purchase of mountain Bike 
Mountain Bikes as Low as $189.95 
Don't Settle For Less 
« w 
The Precisely Right Choice! 
879-2011 
Just South of Harrisonburg on 42   Dayton 
Fomet the clever headline. 
It's 999. 
The Macintosh*Color Classic* It offers a bright, sharp Sony THnitrorf 
display. Its compact enough to fit on any desk. And right now, this already 
affordable model is available at an unheard-of price. You can also get 
J/UU 
Apple Alacinuab 
Color Omk* 40), BuUi-ht VT 
Color Uonllor and Apple Keyboard II 
special financing with the Apple* Computer Loan*-to make owning 
one even easier. Visit your Apple Campus Reseller today. For the ^ 
power more college students choose. The power to be your best* W. 
For farther information visit 
JMU Bookstore 
Warren Hall • 568-3989 
■ •mtmt, ii m ■■■ *■ ***> ■——' m± *■***■» * *l«W.HfcW>W*'">"- *■   ' 
_ 
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CHRIS PODESCHI 
Junior forward Julie Reule (left) tallied one assist in the Dukes' win over 
VUlanova on Saturday. 
No. 15 Dukes kick off 
season in style with 
6-0 romp of Villanova 
by Amy Keller 
contributing writer 
The 15th-ranked women's soccer team 
rolled right over Villanova Saturday with 
a 6-0 victory in their first game of the 
season. 
"We didn't know much about them 
except that they always come out strong," 
junior forward Jamie Dykes said. "We 
didn't know what to expect. We just knew 
that if we could beat them by one we 
wanted to beat them by three." 
JMU took control of the game early in 
the first half when sophomore forward 
Ashley Williamson opened the scoring 
just four minutes into die game with a shot 
that hit the left comer of the net. Dykes 
scored a follow-up goal four minutes later. 
A third goal by junior forward Nikole 
Maslovs ended the first half scoring, but 
began what soon became a one-sided 
game led by the Dukes' offense. 
Defensive back Chantel Schwandt, 
Williamson and Jon-nell Berry tallied 
second half goals to complete the scoring. 
The Wildcats opened both halves 
strong, but had a mere 10 shots on goal 
throughout the entire game. 
After a series of practices described by 
coach Dave lombardo as "disconcerting," 
the 6-0 shellacking of Villanova earned 
the team their first day off of the season. 
With upcoming games against intrastate 
rivals George Mason on Wednesday and 
Virginia later this month, Lombardo plans 
to take the season one game at a time. 
"We have a hard game coming up on 
Wednesday," Lombardo said. "We're not 
looking past Mason at the moment." 
With 10 starters returning from last 
season, the team will also look to a strong 
freshman class to continue their status as a 
national power. 
"With the teams like Mason, William & 
Mary and UVa records and scores mean 
nothing," Lombardo said. "It's all about 
bragging rights. We beat GMU the last 
two times we've played them, so they'll 
want to win." 
JMU also hopes to repeat last spring's 
defeat over Virginia when they face the 
Cavaliers at home Sept. 16. The players 
look forward to the challenge of facing 
their intrastate rivals. 
"In every game there are one or two 
standouts from the opposing teams," 
Schwandt said. "If the coach tells me to 
pick her up, I get psyched up. It's exciting 
for all of us." 
After the GMU game, JMU will make a 




Hth-ranked Dukes topple 
Davidson 4-0 in opener 
The JMU men's soccer team opened 
their season by defeating Davidson, an 
NCAA Tournament Final Four team 
last year, Saturday at the Wake Forest 
Classic in Winston, N.C. 
The two teams played scoreless 
soccer until the 25-minute mark of the 
first half when junior midfielder Jon 
Pillion opened the scoring. 
Just six minutes later the Dukes 
increased their lead to 2-0 when junior 
Brent Bennett scored on an assist from 
sophomore Kaarlo Kankkunen. 
At the 67-minute mark of the game, 
sophomore Patrick McSorley gave the 
Dukes a 3-0 advantage over Davidson. 
With only :30 remaining in the 
contest, junior Mark Mathewson 
completed the Duke's scoring. 
JMU's defense allowed only six 
shots on goal, while the offense was 
able to convert on four of their 17 
attempts. 
Goalie junior Brian Bailey made 
four saves for the Dukes. 
The team's next game is today at 4 
p.m. at Wake Forest in the final game 
of the tournament. 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 
Women's Volleyball suffers 
through difficult 0-4 weekend 
The JMU women's volleyball team 
dropped their first four matches of the 
season over the weekend at the William 
& Mary Tournament in Williamsburg. 
On Friday, UVa. defeated the 
Dukes in three straight games, 15-1, 
15-7,15-4. 
Southwest Texas State did the same 
later in the day, beating JMU 15-2, 15- 
7,15-9. 
The Duke's luck didn't improve 
Saturday, as W&M won handily, 15-7, 
15-1, 15-12. North Carolina Stale 
ended the Duke's weekend winless 
with a 15-2,15-4,15-1 victory. 





Anyone interested in trying out for 
the women's basketball team should 
contact Betsy Blose in the Women's 
Basketball office at x65l3. 
FOOTBALL 
Dukes' contract with Virginia 
Tech is off 
The 10-year contract JMU held with 
Virginia Tech has been voided. 
The Dukes played the Division I-A 
Hokies as the season's opening game 
for two years, but the series was ended 
due to a mandate from the Big East 
football conference that prohibits its 
members from playing any Division I- 
AA opponents. 
Teams with fewer than six wins 
against Division I-A opponents are 
prohibited from participating in an end- 
of-lhe year Bowl game. 
FIELD HOCKEY 
Field Hockey ranked No. 11 
in preseason poll 
NCAA 1993 Preseason Field Hockey 
Rankings: 
1. Old Dominion 
2. North Carolina 
3. Maryland 
4. Penn State 
5. Iowa 
6. Ball State 




11. Janus Madison 







19. Ohio State 
20. California 
Pennsylvania 
♦James Madison opponents in bold 
FOOTBALL 
Three Yankee Conference 
teams ranked in Top 20 
The Sporting News Division I-AA 
Preseason Top 20: 
1. Middle Tennessee State 
2. Western Carolina 
3. Marshall 
4. Youngstown State 
5. McNecse Stale 
6. Northern Iowa 
7. Idaho 
8. Delaware 
9. Troy State 
10. Samford 
11. Georgia Southern 
12. Liberty 
13. SW Missouri State 
14. Richmond 
15. Jackson Suite 
16. Eastern Kentucky 
17. NE Louisiana Suite 
18. Alcom State 
19. William & Mary 
20. North Carolina A&T 
♦Yankee Conference teams in bold 
•   .*-• *-.-»_- -. .   •-* • •■• •   ft a   .   t .   i  k •••...  . 
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Available for Pickup or Delivery 
Free Delivery, Min. Order Required 
CHICKEN DINNERS 
Regular or Hot & Spicy 





TULLVS famous baby back ribs, charbroiled & basted with your choke of 
sauce BBQ, Hot,Suiade, Honey Cede Saved with coleslaw, Rench 
Hes, loafoffiesh baked bcead   12.95 
TULLVS FAMOUS 
BUFFALO WINGS 
MUD. WILD, ATOMIC, GEORGIA PEACH 
10 Piece 3.99 
15 Piece 4.99 
25 Piece 6.99 
50 Piece 13.99 
100 Piece 21.99 
SPECIAL OFFER 
With an order of 25 Piece Buffalo Wings 
you get 5 wings for FREE! 
433-RIBS 
433-7427 
Saving Some cf the fires in Soup* Stfris, Burgas, CKcten, 
Safood,Mcxan,Stoks,andGREAT BABY BACK RIBS 
And on Sundays, Kids eat FREE! 
Make Great Savings On Books! 
Come to the 
SGA BOOKSALE 
Purchase Books: 
Monday, Sept 6 
Tuesday, Sept 7 
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Pick Up Checks and 
Unsold Books: 
Wednesday, Sept 8 
Thursday, Sept 9 
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
PC    •    BALLROOM 









































































For Further Information Call Dre* Moreau at 433-8166 
L 




• Volleyball courts 






up every 15 minutes 
it walk to JMU 
Designated Driver program 
Full-size washer & dryer 





Jnburg, VA 22801 
432-1001 
Hours: 9-5 Monday - Friday 
Equal Housing 
Opportunity 
In Need Of... 
Csth? Ettperttmtf 
Hie Breeze needs two mare Ad Designers. 
Responsibilities: 
Designing ads for local businesses to be published in the Breeze 
twice per week. You will work with your account executive to give 
the client the desired results. 
DEADLINE: 
SEPT.  15 
Send Cover Letter • Resume • 
Clips (if available) to: Lisa Duffy 
Exec. Business Mgr. 
The Breeze 
Anthony-Seeger Hall 




Buaiflcaa fraternity Council 




Find out what the four Professional Business 
Fraternities have to offer you! Representatives 
will be present from all four fraternities to 
answer all of your questions about rush!! 
One Large 
"Works" Pizza 
9 95 ♦ In* 
Large, One 
lopping Pizza 
^-W ♦ la* 
EXIRATOPHNGS AVAILABLE                       EXlKATOmNGSAVAILAI(l£ 
[_ _ _LMjm3EUVTOrAREA_ | UOTTDDEUVBWAH*_ _ 





_ _LMnSCOMRYMSA _ 
SEWN GREEK LETTERS 
S0L/D <& PRINT MATERIALS *** FAST SERVICE 
mm m 
GROUP DISCOUNTS 
NO SET-UP CHARGES 
LOW N0NIMUM3 
NO ART CHARGES 
"The T-Shirt Shop" 
Create Your Own 




434-4824      • Valley Mall •      Next to J.C. Penney 
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THE MATH INSTITUTE 
10 Years of experience helping 
people with Math, Calculus, 
Statistics, Math 103, 107, etc., 
Math Anxiety GRE, GMAT 
preparation. 
riiid^ 
Does It Make Sense To Pay 
More For Everyday Stuff? 
At Dollar General, we shop for the best prices so you don't have to. And, 
because we buy large amounts, you can count on getting 
the same low price week after week, month after month. 
If you're tired of paying more than you have to for the 
things you use every day, come see us. 
DOLLAR 
GENERAL' STORES 
The Same Low Prices 
Every Day. 
29 West Water Street 
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Humor 
CALVIN & HOBBES/Bill Watterson THE FAR SlUE/Gary Larson 
WMtt A.  DUMB WOE. Oti 
THE HOTTEST OMS 100 




I  BELIEVE PBSOMM. 
GREED JUSTIFIES 
EVERYTHING. 
WS3. PttVATE LWES 
ARE  LEGITIMATE 
PU8UC EHTCRTAMMENT 




"My dad can act deader than your dad." 
> "I dunno, Andy.... Mom said we were never to go near 
the old Sutler place." 
Suddenly, throwing the festivities into utter 
confusion, Ujang begins to play "Stardust." 
Baa aaaaaaaaaa* 
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM/MA? Peters 
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MERISimilWDE/BrentCoulson 
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DtUvary HOUTB 
Sun^Mon.       Htiin^tliW. 
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• 
CITCHELL'S 
S T u d i o & CAMERA Shop 
SpeciAl DISCOUNTS TO All JMU STU(1ENTS 
Wo Offer: 
• Cameras and Supplies 
• Photo class paper and supplies 
• 5 hour color print processing 
(In by 10am-Out by 3pm) ' 
• 5 hour E-6 slide slide processing 
• Next day Black and White processing 
• Slides from prints or negates 
• Portraits and passports 
Other Advantages: 
• We handle rush orders 
• We use Kodak paper and chemicals 
• All work done in our store 
• Conveniently located wthin walking distance 
COME TO GiTchell's foR AII youR phoTO NEECIS 
79 EAST MARICET STREET        (705) 454'5514 













ADMIT ONE TO 
Join 
James Madison University 
UPB is looking for new members 
for the 1993-94 school year. 
An information and sign-up meeting is 
Thursday, Sept. 9 at 5:00 p.m. 
in Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 
All are welcome to 
attend! 
'CBtTEn fOt 5MVCE1EMMMG ' 
YOU Can Make A Difference 
Have the experience of a lifetime... get 
involved in one of the following areas: 
• Work with youth 
• Tutor adults in math or reading 
• Spend time with elderly people or 
people who are disabled 
Improve the environment and the 
health of the community 
• Work on issues of hunger and housing 
• Do a one time project 
• Get information on doing service 
abroad 
Come Attend One of Our Information Sessions in the 
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium: 
Wednesday, September 8 at 5:30 and 7:00 p.m. 
Thursday, September 9 at 5:30 and 7:00 p.m. 
The CS-L office is located in Room 205 of Taylor Hall. 
Call us at 568-6366. 
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FOR RENT 
Ba8rlssiea»io tor res* - 2.2 el.. 
$40/year 433-1223 
eiml«*e#y. 
— 4 WL fUflMnCd A 
IturlilWI toctudlna It*. HMD. OW 
t17S • up. Cas Doohv Rachie or Jtm 
Accord. agents C. 
rt 432-8641 or 4i 34-2977. 
I4BR 
toantagues. Large uotoiOtol BR. W/o. 




I or aealaaelaiial limili 
id- Quart oM HOUM. 
Chlcooo Aw Gordon, porch. aMc, 2 Bfl, 
wdk-lti closet Big kitchen. SIM plus 
uWHiM. Non-smoker. Cal Dona altoi 
8pm. 131 Ml. 
ohm MM lot i J tar Spring 
semester Ashby Crossing, 1270-/ 
Plains SyWta * 564 t440. 
Furnlahed reema - Kilchon, $200 
ndudes MIA—III. 10 mm. Mark 433- 
9180. 
IkudnMan bevesogs epecel Oorm trio. 
$30/»eme*t*r (negotiable) Malt. 43? 
MM. 
koto grad student aoofclng i maoism 
U> share 2 BR apt. in tha country Split 
$370 rani t ekscvic. 240-4666 
I BR apt - fllitil—■ Court 4 block*, 
qutst, non-imoWng. 434-2100 
FOR SALE 
Ti-wmin tar aofet - 3 Unarm) laves. 
2 ana BR*, 2 1« batio. (array room or 
3rd BR. All appllancaa i window 
Hamail convay. By owner. 504-0377. 
Far eale - Splnel-Censele piano. 
Warned, responibl* party to snake low 
monthly payments. Saa locally. Call 
Bute* Skylark - Ftuna graat. aicalanl 
soutvj sysfcem Ported student cat. 1961; 
135.000 maw. *560. 833*005 
tookaTbaikaCaa. hockay card*: back 
seta* comic*. Dukaa SpottscatOs. 1427 
South Main 81.. Harrtaonburg. 433- 
■arty cakaal AnatamkaNv ca 
Wa»atunrrylS26.Ca« 432-9772. 
BT lllfli8iiiniawiippir-8ntoano 
Doota components; bar ends; good 
oandftJon. Cai Nad, »4402. 
AltaaUan    mountain    Mkara 
Cannondala lul suspension, naw 
Shlmana 0> compact packaga, rock 
•hoi, swing arm; lit*, vary taat. 
liaOOtabO. (703)886 6BD7 
dorm tetrtg. -Uaad 1 yaar. 
Ik^lOoSoS 
no. 135 PS. 
$160. Caf Ryan, 43S-71 la. 
Mactntaah 11CXS/MMM 
software. PM 4.2.12.000 
laaat Mac/PC. daatar dem ,
(onto. aZSW. (•00)860-2571 
Leftk* tor 1*81 Honda Crvie -$48. Cal 
432-1423. 
Lav a—I ft mat china chair - Good 
condlion. Parfact tor amaM apt. or dorm 





HP-12C - Like 
manual. $50. 433- 
HELP WANTED 
Warm 
All noun. Apply In patten 
rdad at Jo**' Lunch - 
••change 
Ho. cal 8 
- Odd lobs, houaaajork in 
tor rant 15 minutes horn JMU. 
1200. 
Earn MfOO a (roe Spring Braak trlpal 
SeH only 8 Irlpa * you go treat Baat tnp* 
t prlcaal Bahama*. Cancun. Jamaica, 




Ralaw as Much as You 




VISA, MCI, SEARS, 
AMOCO MC 
Ca» tor your FREE T-SHIRT 
and to qualify tor FREE TRIP to 
MTV 
SPRING BREAK '94 




naada an oMceVprofctct aaalatant. 
Sa-ongWardPartactSi flBkt)akHa 
8 superior typing akMa mandatory 
Working knowtadga at Ouanro Pro 
ft Harvard QrapMca a okas. 
Sartoua^uaftWad Inauwlio awry. 
Part-am* with potenaal lor hal 
awa. Apply In paraon between 
iiam ft 7pm Tim day ar 




Ralss as Much as You 
Want In One Week! 
$100...$600...$1500! 
Market Appkca bon «(or the 
hooast credit card avar- 
NEWGM 
MASTERCARD. 
Uaenj aarn BIG 
DISCOUNTS 
on QM CARS! Qualify for 
FREE T-SHIRT ft 
"94 GMC JIMMY. 




Now accepting application* 
tor part-time personnel tor 
Customer Service Center. 
Appiicanta anould be wilting 
to work nights, weekends, and 
•KMVM fKHtdaiy*. 
The qualified candidate 
should have good 
conwiunicatton skills, good 
flgura aptitude, be well 
organized and able to work 
wall with the public. 
Apply In person at: 
VALLEY MALL 
OFFICE 




• goTeel Student TiavatServtcaa la 
now Nrlng campus raps. Cal (800)648- 
Daahary swears - HuaSng people, earn 
good MS at Mr. GatttY Nights ft 
miiildtias teourad. FktaJato hours. Apply 
m paraon. Clovarlaal Pkua. No DUta. 
Travel taal BsB quality vocational Tha 
hoaest destlnational Cancun. Jamaica. 
Bahama.. South Padre. Florida, rwabu 
Spring Break company wan easiest way 
towarde tree trip) Beat canrrseatorwl Sun 
Splash Tours. (800)426-7710 
 • adult la can tot 2 
children 3 day* a weak. Eiperlenced 
•nth references please.   To aian 
immediately. Cal 432-6513 anytrno 
Iks *psne sole, tun loving oaudant wit" 
cat to ait wth middle achool children alia, 
school Cal 433-8358 between 5 ft Opm. 
$287.50 - Saa 50 hsanou* t outrageous 
college T-ahkla ft make $287 50 All 
thitts 100% guatantaed. A risk liaa 
program. 22 daaigna available Can now 
lor free catalog (I 
H  
800)302 3308. 
Gymnaallca Inaluclora needed - Kice 
3- 17. Septembat 18 - Oecetrbat 11. II 
Inletealeo call Skyline Gymnaatlct. 
Michael King at 4333427. 
ProleioHiial co 
to take cats ol 
434-4018 ahet 5:30pm 
tuple Bashing aom 
infant in out home 
eon* 
Carl 
Students - Meal thoae ichool ft 
leleute expenses with P T. wotk ft 
fknMe schedules. P.T food rxep. P.T. 
grill-cooks, lounge antanalner. An 
en|oying aimosphete lo wotk in will) 
other JMU students. Claybome's Onnet 
House ft Seafood Grill, 221 University 
Blvd. 
Bebysmar needed - 2-3 mghta/waek, 
5pm-2am Outat place lo skjdy asm great 
pay. 434-4522 
LOST & FOUND 
Found - Unique necklace haaldt MHktt 
Hal. Cal ft describe. 4330668 
SERVICES 
aeaak Touch - Hair cute, $*, Monday 
through Wednesday. 564-0212. JMU 
students. 
riiihawn - Bring your car te JMU. 
Parking lot located above Bell Hall, 
limited lo 30 spaces Cal 433-2126 attar 
5pm.  
Skydlval Come aiparktnca an inctedfele 
adventure, slryckving. the ullmale Mghl 
Cat tor Wo. Skydrve Orange. (703) 042- 
3871. Come jump with usl 
Spadalty lund-taising kerns avallabla. 
Yout logo/message, our budget price*. 
Caaswa your youti In a pheta aabusn - 
So whan you are doing lha 8-5er 
someday, you can remmece about the 
good old flays! Can ma lot data**. 6pm- 
8pm. Monday Fnoay or al day Saturday 
(I haven! given up my B-5er. yet). Beth 
Pwaas ban OeHa Sigma Theta Sorority. 
Inc. h aiding tie nation's flood arlecteO 
resoants. Fund raSing opportunskss wil 
be dlacussed on Thmiday. Sept. 0 (torn 
7 lo 9pm in Taykx Hal Boom 311. 
WANTED 
Fundraleer - Ware looking lor a top 
student organization that would Mis lo 
make $500$ 1,500 lot a marketing 
promotion tight on campus. Call 
(800)582-2121. eat 311. 
Wanled - Campus representative. 
Spring Bteak Discounters (vacation 
packages) Earn cash ft tree ttsp(s) 
Cancun. Bahamas, S Padre Island. 
Oaytona We handle bookkeeping, you 
hand* sales (800)336 ?260 Monday *vu 
Fndsy (»em-5pm) 
Baoetet ft guhsrlet needed lot working 
original classic, current rock ft rol band. 
Serlou*. dedicated, hard-working, 
•sable, wtth no aacusaal Caf 432-0473 





TQQAY   SPM ATTHE 
CONVOCATION CENTER. 
BETHEREIII 
I need a place ta stay M-Th nights. 
Couch ok. $125 indudes utikties. Contact 
Tame. JMU Boi 1764. (703)222-0135. 
roreian language tutor lot 7 ft 4 year 
old lacuky children French or Spaneh 
One aharnoon per week. 234 8317 
NdTICE 
For more intormalion and 
assistance regarding the 
business opportunities ft Work 
l 
investigation oTlnanck 
l s & ... 
at home oppotlunitlea, contact 
tha Batter Business Bureau Inc. 
at (800) 533-5501 
PERSONALS 
A chance lor your baby - We diet a 
secure, happy home. Lots ot love, hugs 
ft ksses Irom warm, loving parents. Cal 
cotect. Sandra ft Allan, (703) 560-5450. 
Career Enhancement - Supplement 
your college degtee with hands-on 
leadership experience provided by Army 
FtOTC Cell Captain Kearne* today at 
568-6264. 
Laadetahip training - Leadership ft 
management training ottered to 
fteshman A sophomores without 
obligation. Call Aimy ROTC, Captain 
Doug Kearne*, at 568-6264. 
Alpha PM watcomae everyone beck lo 
a great year aheadl 
Come out ft support the JMU tootbetl 
loam as they take on the Richmond 
Spiders Saturday, Sept. 11 at 1pm 
JMU Rollerskate Nights 
at Skatetown USA 
Admission FREE with JMU 10. 
Skate rentals $1 
Sept. B* 23, Oct. 7 a 28, 
Nov. 4 & 18, Dec. 2 
Ilk A - Thanks far riving our year a 
great start I ACT 
Congretulaaon* Sigma Kappa girls - 
We love you all Strskel 
Happy 21st Wrecking Ban! I couldnl 
lovathMbtjhaad motel 
toevneSonai students ft thek- friends - 
Please come to Campus Canter, Taylor 
Room 206. Tuesday, Sept. 7, 2pm. 
-Undo Bftan- wM be there. Past soccer 
golf, weekend trip*. Bible studies. 
Friendship tan*n, ate For into contact 
Rev Sean FilzQeraid. -Operation 
Friendshk),- 433-8467. JMU Bos 2704. 




Pert fsspufalc Rd. 
SuaBsMa Class 8:30am 
Worship 10:30am ft 8pm 
Wad Baste Cases 7:30pm 
Phone 4J3-C454. Day. 
288-8713, Evening* 
III - Thanka lot the gtoovy lime 
Saturday nightl ACT 
- CS-t. tote session* 
Wednesday ft Thursday. 5:30 ft 1130, 
Anthotry^Seeget Audlorium Question*? 
Id out a damage 




lorm to Insure 
you get r se rity deposit back. 
Available al tat Canter lot Off-Campus t he om t
Living h Taylor Hal 
ACTl 
great lo sea you) 
rs 
Honor    Council    Representative 
applications available at WCC 
kttallwaSII desk Due Sept 17 in Taykx 
Hal Room 228. 
Softball Umpires' 
Offidats Training Clinic 
Get excellent training while you 
asm money. Employment 
registration 9/2 8 9/6 
in Godwin 213. 
Call x3940 tor more into. 
Folk Dance Ensemble Auditions - 5- 
6:30pm. Monday, Sept. 6. Godwin 356. 
Earn 2 credits. Men ft women needed. 
Home Run Derby - Entries close 9.7 
Sign up in Inlramutal* Office  Watren 
Intramural Softball 
(Men's, Women's & Co-Roc) 
Entries close 9/8. 
Team Captain's meeting 
S/8 at 5:30pm in Godwin 344 
kritrasnural Tennis - Entries dose 9/7. 
Sign up in Inlramutala Office, Warren 
The Breeze apologizes 
to the members of FUI 
for using their traditional 
Greek letters in an 
advertisement. 
Rush a bualnoaa (rekemrtyI For more 
Into.. ZSH Q-5. 730 lonightl 
Rush Alpha Phi Onega 
APO, the onry co-ed service ttsietnity 
at JMU 
Why? 
To give back to yout university ft 
aaaWaaftsSj 
tote etional Smoiu 
Thursday, Sept I 7 JOpm 
Monday. Sept 13 7:30pm 
A404 Taylor Had 
Whs? 
Corrksct: Logan S84-1214 ar 
KaMwrlne 18748 
Hope le see you I 
Free blue 8 wNte paraasil win cage- 
Call 432-6372. 
Anyone Interestad in working on the 
Bluestons Is invited to our first meeting 
Wednesday. Sept 8. 7pm si AS215. 
Bualnoaa fraternity Informational 
meeting - Tonight. 7:30pm. Zane 
Showker Hall Q-5. 
Stacy Campoek - CongrsUaeone Lr 
Sal You're the been Love, MJcheki. 
A4> Sisters - Irs only the beginning ol 
the fun A good times! It's going lo be a 







Open House and NR Football 
296 W Market 
8 p.m. 
Tuesday. Seat. 7 
Casino Night 
296 W. Market 
8 p.m. 
Spaghetti Dinner 
296 W Market 
7 p.m. 





296 W. Market 
7 p.m. 
SrtyrtJiy. JBJj, U 
Bid Celebration1!! 
Ride rtormalori 
Brothers *MI provide rides from Gockvtn 
bus stop 30 rmnuies betore averts 
From QBMI bus stop. Msw Route 3 to 
West Market Brook slop 
For mots rsormation, caH Andres) 0 
43*5594 or OX House f 434-7025 
Bush «X - Enough said. 
Last yaar H wet Andrew -The year. 
the flood. He*? us help the American Red 
Cross. EX I IXZ will be collecting 
donations on the ooinmuie on Tuesday 
I Wednesday. 
Alpha CM nrioeee our Rho Chief We 
canl wat until bid nightl 
Help reestablish one ol JMU'a oldest 
i f ralemlie*. Rush Theta Chi. 
Congratulation* Stacy Campbell ft 
Karta William* on your InitlalionI We 




for The Breeze 
Applications will be accepted 
until 5 p.m., Sept. 10. Please 
sand a cover letter, resume 
and three examples of your 
work to Heather CVNeil, editor, 
in Anthony-Seeger Hall. 
*<"T lassy. Clever. Cfoewp 
Send one to someone today. 
v\ 
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SUBS GEE SUBS EEE SUBS HOT SUBS HT^ SUBS [22] SUBS rrrni 
DELIVERS 
SUBS! 
ALL 12" SUPER SUBS 
$4." 
433-2300 
JMU Campus / S. Main St 
433-3111 
Port Rd / Market St 
 $6." LARGE 
ONE 15" LARGE 
ONE TOPPING PIZZA 
.> 
ORIGINAL or CRISPY-THIN 
[ PARTY PAK) 
LARGE ONE TOPPING! S 
$E 50 
*J+    each 
$e so 
«#♦    each 
! 
MEDIUM DOUBLES! SUB & PIZZA $E 50 
TWO MEDIUM 






prtsiiul orJUep. Wsh 
Small One Topping 
Pizza & 18" Super 
Sub of Your Choice! 
$0 99 9 
5 ♦   each 
Each Large One Topping i 
Pizza Is Only ! 
$5-50 When You Buy 5 or j 
More! i 
For A Limited Time | ■mASOi! 
